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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
 

1.1  INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES 
 
Raftelis Financial Consultants, Inc. (RFC) is pleased to submit this report to the Pima County Regional 
Wastewater Reclamation Department (PCRWRD) summarizing the draft results of the Wastewater 
Rate Structure Study (Study). The Study began in August 2016. Preliminary results were presented 
to the Pima County Regional Wastewater Reclamation Advisory Committee (PCRWRAC) on 
December 15, 2016 and March 23, 2017. A summary of preliminary results was provided to the Pima 
County Board of Supervisors (Board) on April 10, 2017, through the Pima County Administrator, 
Chuck Huckelberry. 
 
The primary objectives of the Study are:  

1) Identify and prioritize PCRWRD’s pricing objectives associated with the provision of 
wastewater services; 

2) Identify the cost of service for PCRWRD’s customer classes; 
3) Evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of PCRWRD’s current wastewater rate structure; and 
4) Develop and evaluate alternative rate structures that align with PCRWRD’s most important 

pricing objectives. 
 
This report describes the methodology and results of the Study.  
 
1.2  PRICING OBJECTIVES 
 
RFC used a systematic approach to conduct this Study, designed around a process tailored specifically 
to PCRWRD’s goals and objectives. The approach began with meetings, workshops, and interactive 
discussions with PCRWRD staff, Pima County Finance and Risk Management (PCF & RM) staff, and 
PCRWRAC representatives to provide a foundation for identifying and prioritizing PCRWRD’s most 
important objectives in pricing wastewater services. These pricing objectives, in particular, revenue 
stability, simple to understand and update, consistency with cost of service principles, and 
affordability were used as focal points during the cost of service and rate design components of the 
Study. The goal was to identify rate structure alternatives that balance as many of these objectives as 
possible.  
 
1.3  PCRWRD FINANCIAL PLAN REVENUE REQUIREMENTS 
 
It is important to note this Study did not, and was never intended to, determine the level of revenue 
required to ensure the wastewater utility’s financial sustainability; that is the function of PCRWRD’s 
Financial Plan prepared by the Finance and Risk Management Department. The revenue 
requirements, or costs, used in this Study of approximately $158.5 million are based on information 
provided in PCRWRD’s Financial Plan dated August 23, 2016 assuming the wastewater user rates 
and charges in place at the beginning of fiscal year (FY) 2016-17. The Board approved a 3% increase 
in wastewater user rates and charges in April 2017; however, this report does not include that 
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increase. The two primary components of revenue requirements are operating and maintenance 
(O&M) expenses and capital expenditures, in this case primarily debt service. Non-rate revenue from 
connection fees and miscellaneous charges offset the total revenue requirements. The final 
component is incorporating the portion of transfers out to meet the revenue required for sewer 
utility services as identified in the Financial Plan. 
 
Exhibit 1.1 provides a breakdown of the revenue requirements for FY 2016-17 that aligns with 
PCRWRD’s Financial Plan. 
 

Exhibit 1.1: Summary of Revenue Requirements (FY 2016-17) 
 

 
 
1.4  COST OF SERVICE ANALYSIS 
 
RFC utilized the “functional cost methodology” described in the Water Environment Federations 
(WEF) publication, “Manual of Practice M27, Financing and Charges for Wastewater Systems.” Once 
the revenue requirements have been established, costs were allocated to categories which relate to 
functions performed by the wastewater utility. The functional allocation process was completed 
collaboratively by both RFC and PCF & RM staff. The functional categories include: 

• Wastewater Collection 
• Wastewater Conveyance 
• Wastewater Treatment 
• Laboratory 
• Account/Customer 
• General and Administration  

 
RFC, PCF & RM and PCRWRD staff went through an extensive cost allocation exercise to allocate O&M 
expenses to the appropriate functional categories. Fixed assets were provided to RFC with functional 
categories assigned. Piping infrastructure was allocated to collection and conveyance based on size 
and length. 

FY2017 Operating Capital Total
GROSS REVENUE REQUIREMENTS

Total O&M 84,563,807$       -$                      84,563,807$        
Total Debt Service -$                     75,399,344$        75,399,344$        

Total Gross Revenue Requirements 84,563,807$       75,399,344$        159,963,151$      

OTHER REVENUE

Connection Fee Revenue -$                     (11,572,094)$       (11,572,094)$       
Non-Rate Revenue (1,810,854)$        -$                      (1,810,854)$         $                     $                      $                      
Total Other Revenue (1,810,854)$        (11,572,094)$      (13,382,948)$      

Transfers for Purpose of Determining -$                     11,904,396$        11,904,396$        
Rate Revenue Requirements

Net Revenue Requirements 82,752,953$       75,731,646$        158,484,599$      
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In the functional cost methodology, functionalized costs and assets are then allocated to demand 
parameters, including account, volume, and strength components. Account costs include customer 
service and related costs and a portion of debt service; volume costs are associated with volumetric 
throughput, or the annual flow from customers, and strength costs reflect the treatment of pollutants 
within wastewater in the form of total suspended solids (TSS), chemical oxygen demand (COD), and 
total nitrogen (TN). 
 
The revenue requirements by demand parameters were divided by the account, volume, and strength 
billable units to determine a unit cost for each component. All customer classes were assigned 
wastewater strength characteristics of TSS, COD, and TN based on sampling conducted by PCRWRD 
in 2013, 2015, and 2017. Total revenue requirements by customer class were then developed by 
multiplying the demand parameter unit costs per number of accounts, volume, and strength of each 
customer class. 
 
Exhibit 1.2 presents the allocation of costs by demand parameters.  
 

Exhibit 1.2: Allocation of Cost by Demand Parameters 
 

 
 
The cost allocation methodology described above is consistent with industry standards and practices. 
But it is important to recognize that, in reality, the majority of PCRWRD’s costs are “fixed” in nature, 
with the only variable costs being commodity related (e.g. energy, chemicals, utilities). For example, 
PCRWRD must staff and operate its facilities 24 hours a day, seven days a week, and 365 days a year 
regardless of whether a drop of wastewater is treated. Additionally, PCRWRD has issued a significant 
amount of debt to finance infrastructure investment to meet regulatory requirements and provide 
continued, safe and reliable service to customers, and this debt service is a fixed cost. However, like 
most wastewater utilities, the majority of PCRWRD’s revenues are recovered volumetrically, which 
creates an imbalance between utility cost incurrence and revenue recovery. Thus, the wastewater 
utility industry is moving toward higher fixed fees to increase revenue stability, especially as per 
capita usage declines, utilities become more leveraged, and debt service becomes a larger portion of 

Volume
33%

TSS
12%

COD
19%

TN
7%

Account
29%
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annual costs. While financial stability is necessary, PCRWRD is also mindful of the need for 
reasonably equitable and affordable rate design.  
 
1.5  EXISTING RATE STRUCTURE 
 
After establishing customer class cost of service, the existing rate structure was evaluated 
considering PCRWRD’s pricing objectives. PCRWRD’s primary source of revenue is from volumetric 
rates and monthly fixed charges. Exhibit 1.3 presents PCRWRD’s existing wastewater rate structure. 
The monthly fixed charge, or service fee, is the same for each customer class except for income-
reduced residential customers that pay a lower service fee. For these customers, the service fee is 
calculated as a percentage of the full service fee based on their income in relation to the Federal 
Poverty Level. The volumetric rate is uniform and based on a customer’s average winter water usage, 
taken from the months of December, January and February. Income-reduced residential rates are 
also applied to the volumetric rates.  
 

Exhibit 1.3: Existing User Charges 
 

Existing User Charges 

Class Name 
Service 
Fee 

Volumetric Rate 
(per Ccf) 

Residential $12.63  $3.52  
Income Reduced Residential | A $3.16  $0.88  
Income Reduced Residential | B $6.32  $1.76  
Income Reduced Residential | C $9.47  $2.64  
Multi-Family $12.63  $3.52  
Commercial $12.63  $3.52  
Commercial HS/Industrial $12.63  $3.52 - $12.79 

 
Volumetric rates are then multiplied by a high-strength factor for each customer class to account for 
wastewater strength. The current high strength factors are shown below in Exhibit 1.4.  
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Exhibit 1.4: Current High Strength Factors 
 

 
1.6  ALTERNATIVE RATE STRUCTURE DESIGN 
 
Alternative rate structures were then developed to modify the existing rate structure to address the 
primary pricing objectives, such as revenue stability, simple to understand and update, and 
consistency with cost of service principles.  

• Revenue stability - PCRWRD’s costs are primarily fixed, and yet revenue is recovered 
predominantly through volumetric rates, like most utilities in the industry. As such, PCRWRD 
should consider options that increase fixed cost recovery through the service fee. 

• Simple to understand and update and consistent with cost of service principles - The existing 
rate structure with 16 separate classes for commercial high strength and industrial 
customers is complex, administratively burdensome, significantly problematic from a billing 
standpoint, and creates challenges in communication with customers. PCRWRD should 
consider options that consolidate the number of classes to improve customer understanding 
and acceptance and reduce billing complexity, while still maintaining consistency with cost 
of service principles by recognizing the additional cost of treating higher strength 
wastewater.  

 
To address these primary objectives, six rate structure alternatives were developed and are 
summarized below:  

• Alternative One was calculated using the cost of service methodology summarized 
previously. This alternative incorporates a re-allocation of costs previously recovered by 
volumetric rates to recovery by service fees to improve revenue stability. For the volumetric 
rates, single-family and multi-family residential customers would be charged the same rate, 
while commercial and industrial customers would be consolidated into two different 
subclasses, with the goal of simplifying the volumetric rate structure.  

CLASSIFICATION HSF CURRENT
C - Commercial 1.00
SJ - Printing, copying 1.01
SL - Industrial laundry 1.06
SB - Mortuary 1.09
SC - Laundromat 1.09
SK - Electric component manufacturer 1.14
SG - Car wash, self-service 1.19
SD - Pet Clinic 1.20
SH - Car wash, full-service 1.23
SO - Chemical, pharmaceutical 1.25
SI - Bottling company 1.68
SE - Restaurant, with seating 2.03
SA - Auto Body and Fender Repair 2.10
SF - Restaurant, fast food 2.32
SN - Miscellaneous food processor 2.33
SP - Meat packing 2.38
SM - Bakery 3.63

CURRENT HIGH STRENGTH FACTORS (HSF)
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• Alternative Two was developed based on similar reasoning as alternative one, with one 
notable exception: commercial and industrial customers are split into four categories rather 
than two. The categories are based on new sampling data and re-calculated high strength 
factors and represent an average wastewater strength for various customer groupings. This 
alternative provides slightly more granularity in classifying commercial and industrial 
customers when compared to alternative one. The same approach to developing the service 
fee would be applied in this alternative as alternative one. 

• Alternative Three was designed to recover 100% of costs allocated to the single-family 
residential customer class through a flat monthly fixed fee. For multi-family residential and 
non-residential customers, the same approach and structure as alternative two was applied, 
including the service fee and the four volumetric subclasses.  

• Alternative Four was developed to recover 100% of the utility’s fixed costs through the 
monthly service fee, uniform for all classes, which would raise the monthly service to $45.23. 
A small volumetric rate would be applied to customer class demand in this rate structure, 
which would be implemented in the same manner as alternative two. This option is for 
demonstration purposes and is not a RFC recommendation. 

• Alternative Five was developed based on similar reasoning as alternative one. The only 
difference is rather than having two volumetric rates for commercial and industrial 
customers, these two classes were consolidated into one class and one volumetric rate. 
Single-family residential and multifamily residential would still have one unique uniform 
volumetric rate. The same approach to developing the service fee for increased fixed revenue 
recovery would be applied in this alternative as alternative one. 

• Alternative Six was developed based on a hybrid of alternatives three and five with the only 
difference being that single-family residential customers would pay a flat monthly fixed fee 
regardless of water consumption. 
 

The rate structure alternatives are shown in Exhibit 1.5. 
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Exhibit 1.5: Rate Structure Alternatives 
 

 
 
The corresponding residential customer impacts of representative customers at a variety of monthly 
levels of demand (volumes) are provided in Exhibit 1.6.  
 

Exhibit 1.6: Monthly Residential Bill Impacts  
 

 
 

Similarly, customer impacts were evaluated for non-residential customers and presented at an 
average level of demand for each class (see Exhibit 1.7). It should be noted that commercial and 
industrial customers exhibit wide ranges of monthly consumption. For example, there are many 
commercial customers with lower levels of consumption more commensurate with residential 
customers. The monthly dollar impact on these customers would be much lower.  

 
  

Service Fee  Current Calculated Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3 Alternative 4 Alternative 5 Alternative 6
R - Residential $12.63 $14.16 $14.16 $14.16 $35.28 $45.23 $14.16 $35.28
All Other Classes $12.63 $14.16 $14.16 $14.16 $14.14 $45.23 $14.16 $14.14

Volumetric Rate (Ccf)
R - Residential $3.52 $3.34 $3.33 $3.34 NA $0.37 $3.35 NA
MF - Multi-Family Residential $3.52 $3.34 $3.33 $3.34 $3.33 $0.37 $3.35 $3.32
C - Commercial $3.52 $3.89 $3.86 $3.88 $3.86 $0.43 $4.10 $4.10
SA - Auto Body and Fender Repair $7.40 $3.64 $3.86 $3.88 $3.86 $0.43 $4.10 $4.10
SB - Mortuary $3.84 $3.66 $3.86 $3.88 $3.86 $0.43 $4.10 $4.10
SC - Laundromat $3.84 $3.42 $3.86 $3.88 $3.86 $0.43 $4.10 $4.10
SD - Pet Clinic $4.23 $3.79 $3.86 $3.88 $3.86 $0.43 $4.10 $4.10
SG - Car wash, self-service $4.19 $3.34 $3.86 $3.88 $3.86 $0.43 $4.10 $4.10
SH - Car wash, full-service $4.33 $3.34 $3.86 $3.88 $3.86 $0.43 $4.10 $4.10
SJ - Printing, copying $3.56 $4.07 $3.86 $3.88 $3.86 $0.43 $4.10 $4.10
SK - Electric component manufacturer $4.02 $4.07 $3.86 $3.88 $3.86 $0.43 $4.10 $4.10
SL - Industrial laundry $3.73 $4.29 $3.86 $3.88 $3.86 $0.43 $4.10 $4.10
SO - Chemical, pharmaceutical $4.40 $3.51 $3.86 $3.88 $3.86 $0.43 $4.10 $4.10
SF - Restaurant, fast food $8.17 $5.03 $7.66 $4.85 $4.82 $0.54 $4.10 $4.10
SN - Miscellaneous food processor $8.21 $4.66 $7.66 $4.85 $4.82 $0.54 $4.10 $4.10
SE - Restaurant, with seating $7.15 $7.77 $7.66 $7.66 $7.61 $0.85 $4.10 $4.10
SI - Bottling company $5.92 $7.52 $7.66 $7.66 $7.61 $0.85 $4.10 $4.10
SM - Bakery $11.63 $11.57 $7.66 $10.70 $10.64 $1.19 $4.10 $4.10
SP - Meat packing $8.38 $9.85 $7.66 $10.70 $10.64 $1.19 $4.10 $4.10

Volume 
(Ccf)

Current Bill Alternative 1 $ Change Alternative 2 $ Change Alternative 3 $ Change Alternative 4 $ Change Alternative 5 $ Change Alternative 6 $ Change 

0 $12.63 $14.16 1.53$     $14.16 1.53$     $35.28 22.65$   $45.23 32.60$   $14.16 1.53$        $35.28 22.65$     

1 $16.15 $17.49 1.33$     $17.50 1.35$     $35.28 19.13$   $45.60 29.45$   $17.51 1.36$        $35.28 19.13$     

2 $19.68 $20.82 1.14$     $20.84 1.17$     $35.28 15.60$   $45.98 26.30$   $20.86 1.19$        $35.28 15.60$     

3 $23.20 $24.15 0.95$     $24.19 0.99$     $35.28 12.08$   $46.35 23.15$   $24.21 1.01$        $35.28 12.08$     

4 $26.72 $27.48 0.76$     $27.53 0.81$     $35.28 8.56$     $46.72 20.00$   $27.56 0.84$        $35.28 8.56$        

5 $30.25 $30.81 0.57$     $30.87 0.63$     $35.28 5.04$     $47.10 16.86$   $30.91 0.67$        $35.28 5.04$        

6 $33.77 $34.14 0.37$     $34.21 0.45$     $35.28 1.51$     $47.47 13.70$   $34.27 0.50$        $35.28 1.51$        

7 $37.29 $37.47 0.18$     $37.56 0.27$     $35.28 (2.01)$    $47.84 10.55$   $37.62 0.33$        $35.28 (2.01)$      

8 $40.81 $40.80 (0.01)$    $40.90 0.09$     $35.28 (5.53)$    $48.21 7.40$     $40.97 0.15$        $35.28 (5.53)$      

9 $44.34 $44.13 (0.20)$    $44.24 (0.09)$    $35.28 (9.06)$    $48.59 4.25$     $44.32 (0.02)$      $35.28 (9.06)$      

10 $47.86 $47.46 (0.40)$    $47.59 (0.27)$    $35.28 (12.58)$ $48.96 1.10$     $47.67 (0.19)$      $35.28 (12.58)$    

15 $65.48 $64.12 (1.36)$    $64.30 (1.18)$    $35.28 (30.20)$ $50.82 (14.66)$ $64.42 (1.05)$      $35.28 (30.20)$    

20 $83.09 $80.77 (2.32)$    $81.01 (2.08)$    $35.28 (47.81)$ $52.68 (30.41)$ $81.18 (1.91)$      $35.28 (47.81)$    
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Exhibit 1.7: Monthly Non-Residential Bill Impacts 
 

 
 
1.7  EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES 
 
Alternative rate structures were developed to address the pricing objectives identified at the 
beginning of the Study. The first two alternatives provide improved revenue stability, are simple to 
understand and update, and consistent with cost of service principles. They also provide 
consideration for affordability as the impacts on residential customers are low. Alternative 3 
improves revenue stability significantly, is simple to understand and update and consistent with cost 
of service principles, but there are higher impacts on low-volume residential customers. Alternative 
4 provides the most revenue stability, but it is not consistent with cost of service principles as both 
commercial and industrial customers would be subsidized by residential customers. Both 
Alternatives 5 and 6 incorporate additional simplicity into the volumetric rates by further reducing 
the number of customer classes.  
 
1.8  CONNECTION FEE UPDATE 
 
As part of this Study, RFC updated PCRWRD’s connection fees based on current data. Connection fees 
are a capacity use charge designed to recover the cost of providing wastewater treatment and 
conveyance capacity, and are assessed upfront to customers when they connect to the system or 
increase water meter size.  The fees are based on the user’s potential, rather than actual, discharge 
rate to ensure sufficient capacity exists in the system to convey and treat the wastewater. PCRWRD’s 
connection fees are calculated using a hybrid approach based on a combination of the industry 
accepted methodologies including the system buy-in and the marginal incremental approaches. The 
buy-in approach incorporates existing assets and available capacity. The marginal incremental 
approach incorporates expansion of the system and is tied to the utility’s Capital Improvement Plan 
(CIP). The hybrid approach, which supports PCRWRD’s connection fee, is called the System Average 
Cost Approach (see Exhibit 1.8).  
 

Class
 Average 

Volume [Ccf]
Current Bill

A
l
t

Alternative 
1 

$ Change
Alternative 

2 
$ Change

Alternative 
3

$ Change
Alternative 

4
$ Change

Alternative 
5

$ Change
Alternative 

6
$ Change

Commercial
Commercial - regular 41.9 $160.10 $175.89 $15.79 $176.55 $16.45 $175.88 $15.78 $63.25 -$96.85 $185.60 $25.50 $185.58 $25.48
Commercial HS/Industrial
SA - Auto Body and Fender Repair 11.6 $98.27 $58.88 -$39.39 $59.06 -$39.21 $58.92 -$39.35 $50.25 -$48.02 $61.57 -$36.70 $61.55 -$36.72
SB - Mortuary 13.5 $64.54 $66.39 $1.85 $66.60 $2.06 $66.32 $1.78 $51.08 -$13.46 $69.52 $4.98 $69.50 $4.96
SC - Laundromat 122.0 $481.11 $485.52 $4.41 $487.44 $6.33 $470.91 -$10.20 $97.98 -$383.13 $513.81 $32.71 $513.79 $32.69
SD - Pet Clinic 14.5 $73.74 $70.00 -$3.73 $70.23 -$3.50 $69.93 -$3.81 $51.48 -$22.26 $73.36 -$0.38 $73.34 -$0.40
SG - Car wash, self-service 98.0 $423.36 $392.69 -$30.67 $394.23 -$29.13 $392.31 -$31.05 $87.60 -$335.76 $415.41 -$7.95 $415.39 -$7.97
SH - Car wash, full-service 157.4 $694.52 $622.15 -$72.37 $624.63 -$69.89 $621.56 -$72.96 $113.28 -$581.24 $658.65 -$35.87 $658.63 -$35.89
SJ - Printing, copying 16.3 $70.58 $77.08 $6.50 $77.34 $6.76 $77.00 $6.42 $52.27 -$18.31 $80.86 $10.28 $80.84 $10.26
SK - Electric component manufacturer 82.7 $344.89 $333.80 -$11.09 $335.10 -$9.79 $333.48 -$11.41 $81.01 -$263.88 $352.99 $8.10 $352.97 $8.08
SL - Industrial laundry 398.3 $1,499.97 $1,553.00 $53.03 $1,559.28 $59.31 $1,537.37 $37.40 $217.45 -$1,282.52 $1,645.37 $145.40 $1,645.35 $145.38
SO - Chemical, pharmaceutical 258.0 $1,148.73 $1,010.93 -$137.80 $1,015.00 -$133.73 $995.82 -$152.91 $156.79 -$991.94 $1,070.76 -$77.96 $1,070.74 -$77.98
SF - Restaurant, fast food 28.9 $249.19 $235.88 -$13.31 $154.51 -$94.68 $139.50 -$109.69 $60.88 -$188.31 $132.70 -$116.49 $132.68 -$116.51
SN - Miscellaneous food processor 23.2 $203.46 $192.25 -$11.21 $126.89 -$76.57 $126.19 -$77.27 $57.80 -$145.66 $109.37 -$94.09 $109.35 -$94.11
SE - Restaurant, with seating 56.2 $414.45 $444.58 $30.13 $444.46 $30.01 $441.71 $27.26 $93.19 -$321.26 $244.27 -$170.18 $244.25 -$170.20
SI - Bottling company 180.1 $1,078.40 $1,393.64 $315.24 $1,393.24 $314.84 $1,370.33 $291.93 $198.95 -$879.45 $751.66 -$326.74 $751.64 -$326.76
SM - Bakery 9.3 $120.54 $85.26 -$35.28 $113.49 -$7.05 $112.90 -$7.64 $56.30 -$64.24 $52.18 -$68.37 $52.16 -$68.39
SP - Meat packing 74.0 $632.71 $580.70 -$52.01 $805.60 $172.89 $801.50 $168.79 $133.50 -$499.21 $317.05 -$315.67 $317.03 -$315.69
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 Exhibit 1.8: System Average Cost Approach 
 

 
PCRWRD’s connection fees reflect only the cost of capacity associated with core, or “trunk”, system 
capacity that is available to serve new customers. Key factors used to allocate costs are: 

• Available capacity – PCRWRD’s current treatment capacity amongst its facilities is 91.55 
million gallons per day (MGD). Of this amount, PCRWRD experienced annual wastewater 
plant flows of 59.48 MGD in 2016, resulting in available treatment capacity of 32.07 MGD, or 
35.0% of the system. 

• Piping infrastructure – an updated review of PCRWRD’s piping infrastructure determined 
that 62.4% is associated with the wastewater collection system and 37.6% is associated with 
the wastewater conveyance system.  

 
Costs included in the calculation are: 

• Capital Improvement Plan – Of PCRWRD’s more than $300 million CIP, $120.5 million is 
allocated for expansion or available capacity.  

• Fixed Assets in Service – PCRWRD’s updated fixed assets were functionalized, and based on 
core system assets, such as wastewater conveyance and wastewater treatment, $356.4 
million (replacement cost new less depreciation values) of assets are associated with capacity 
available to serve new customers.  

• Reserves – PCRWRD’s unrestricted cash and cash equivalents for FY 2016 was $143.3 million. 
Of this amount, $50.1 million, or 35.0%, is identified as a core asset and included in the 
connection fee calculation.  

 
As shown in Exhibit 1.9, the results of the updated calculation of PCRWRD’s cost of capacity is $16.44 
per gallon per day (gpd).  
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Exhibit 1.9: Cost of Capacity (gallons per day) 

 
Using $16.44 per gpd and an estimated design flow per customer per day of 253.8 gpd, which is 
consistent with PCRWRD’s most recent connection fee calculation, the revised connection fee is 
$4,172 for a residential customer; this is a 2.6% increase above the existing connection fee. Using the 
residential charge as the basis for calculation, the connection fees for larger meter sizes are computed 
from a scale of factors reflecting customer demand by meter size relative to the average demand of 
5/8-inch customer. The results are summarized in Exhibit 1.10.  
 

Exhibit 1.10: Calculated Connections Fees by Meter Size 
 

 

  

Meter Size Current Calculated % Change
Residential

5/8", 3/4", or 1" $4,066 $4,172 2.6%

Commercial/Industrial/Multi-Family
1" $8,480 $8,700 2.6%

1 1/2" $27,030 $27,733 2.6%
2" $69,790 $71,605 2.6%
3" $162,510 $166,735 2.6%
4" $363,690 $373,146 2.6%

Capital Costs (1) Capacity 
(MGD) (2)

Cost per GPD

 Cost of Capacity Per Gallon Per Day (gpd)

Land 5,294,381$           32.07 0.17$               
Conveyance and Pumping 219,720,487         32.07 6.85$               
Wastewater Treatment 251,910,106         32.07 7.86$               
Reserves (3) 50,143,104           32.07 1.56$               

Cost of Capacity (per gpd) (4) 527,068,078$       16.44$             

Notes:
(1) Represents the portion of system capital costs available to serve new customers.
(2) Represents the portion of total projected system capacity available to serve new customers.
(3) Includes only the related portion of unrestricted cash and cash equivalents (current assets), emergency  
reserve, and 60 days of the 90 day O&M reserve identified in the County's FY 2015/16 financial statements 
for the wastewater enterprise system. 
(4) Rounded up.
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2. INTRODUCTION AND STUDY OBJECTIVES 
 

 
2.1  BACKGROUND 
 
PCRWRD serves over 265,000 wastewater customer accounts within its service area.  Periodically, 
PCRWRD conducts rate structure analyses and cost of service studies to ensure equitable revenue 
recovery from its customers and customer classes. Additionally, the rate structure is evaluated 
against PCRWRD stakeholder’s current pricing objectives.  
 
2.2  STUDY OBJECTIVES 
 
The primary objectives of the Study are:  

1) Identify and prioritize PCRWRD’s pricing objectives associated with the provision of 
wastewater services; 

2) Identify the cost of service for PCRWRD’s customer classes including an assessment of fixed 
and variable costs; 

a. Customer classes 
b. Fixed cost versus fixed revenue recovery 

3) Evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of PCRWRD’s current wastewater rate structure;  
4) Develop and evaluate alternative rate structures that align with PCRWRD’s most important 

pricing objectives; and 
5) Examine and update PCRWRD’s connection fees. 

 
Additional discussion and background information on certain elements of these objectives are 
provided below.  
 
2.2.1 Customer Classes 
PCRWRD currently has nineteen customer classes. In addition to single-family residential, multi-
family residential and commercial, PCRWRD has sixteen specific commercial/industrial customer 
classes that have unique volumetric user rates to reflect the higher cost of treating wastewater with 
stronger pollutants. This higher cost of wastewater treatment is recovered through high strength 
factors (hsf) applied to the volumetric rate. These factors were based on wastewater sampling and 
loading data developed several years ago. PCRWRD conducts ongoing, periodic sampling and testing 
to analyze if existing factors for the high strength classes are still appropriate.  
 
Water service for PCRWRD’s customers is provided by several utility agencies, such as Tucson Water 
and Metro Water District. PCRWRD relies upon these agencies for billing data and customer 
identification. When premises change customer type, such as an office to a restaurant, their billing 
rate should change. At times, this transition is not captured immediately, and there is a potential for 
customer misclassification until the change is recognized.  As such, PCRWRD would like to explore 
approaches to simplify their rate structure to lessen the administrative burden, improve customer 
understanding and acceptance, and effectively reduce or eliminate customer misclassifications.  
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2.2.2 Fixed Costs 
In addition to evaluating customer classes, PCRWRD has seen its fixed costs continue to be a 
significant portion of their budget, like its peers around the water and wastewater industry. And like 
most of its peers, PCRWRD collects most of its revenue through volumetric charges, which can be 
highly variable based on customer demand behaviors. Due to this imbalance between utility cost 
incurrence and revenue recovery, PCRWRD would like to examine options to increase its fixed cost 
recovery that will help ensure the utility’s long-term utility financial sustainability. 
 
2.2.3 Update Connection Fee 
As part of this Study, PCRWRD would like to review and update the connection fees assessed to new 
customers. Connection fees were most recently updated in 2011, and it is reasonable and consistent 
with industry best practices to update these fees periodically based on current data and system 
characteristics.  
 
2.3  PRICING OBJECTIVES RESULTS 
 
RFC used a systematic approach to conduct this Study, designed around a process tailored specifically 
to PCRWRD’s goals and objectives. The approach began with meetings, workshops, and interactive 
discussions with PCF & RM staff and PCRWRAC representatives to provide a foundation for 
identifying and prioritizing PCRWRD’s most important objectives in pricing wastewater services. As 
part of this process, RFC conducted an exercise with executive staff and PCRWRAC representatives 
to determine the relative level of importance of potential objectives or drivers for rate structure 
design study. Exhibit 2.1 below provides a list and definitions of the pricing objectives considered 
during this exercise. 
 

Exhibit 2.1: Pricing Objectives 
 

Pricing Objective Description 

Demand 
Management 

The rate structure should assist in managing system demand. 

Rate Stability 
The rate structure should minimize dramatic rate increases over the 
planning period. 

Revenue Stability The rate structure should provide for a steady and predictable stream of 
revenues. 

Simple to 
Understand and 
Update 

The rate structure should be easy for customers to understand. In 
addition, the rate structure should be able to be effectively maintained by 
staff in future years. 
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Affordability 
The rate structure should provide assistance to economically 
disadvantaged customers. 

Cost of Service 
Based Allocations 

The rate structure should ensure that each customer class is contributing 
equitably towards revenue requirements based upon the costs of 
providing service to each customer class. 

Minimization of 
Customer Impacts 

The rate structure should be developed such that adverse rate impacts on 
each customer class are minimized. 

Ease of 
Implementation 

The rate structure should be compatible with the existing billing system 
and not take significant employee time to implement.  

Economic 
Development 

The rate structure should incorporate a preferential rate that may be 
used to attract economic development. 

 
Executive staff were provided a worksheet with these pricing objectives and asked to rank each 
objective as “Essential”, “Very Important”, “Important”, or “Least Important”. After the exercise was 
completed, RFC staff combined and scored the responses, and the results are provided in Exhibit 2.2. 
These results were discussed for validity, and executive staff confirmed that these items will 
represent the most important drivers during the consideration of alternative rate structures. 
 

Exhibit 2.2: Pricing Objectives Exercise Results 
 

 
 

 

  

Classification Rank Objective

1 Revenue Stability
2 Rate Stability
2 Cost of Service Based Allocations
4 Simple to Understand and Update
4 Affordability

Very Important

Essential
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3. REVENUE REQUIREMENTS OVERVIEW 
 
 
3.1 PCRWRD FINANCIAL PLAN REVENUE REQUIREMENTS 
 
The general objective of identifying revenue requirements, or costs, in a rate structure and cost of 
service analysis is to arrive at the level of wastewater revenue required to ensure the utility’s 
financial sustainability for a “test” year. The test year in this Study was FY 2016-17. This level of 
revenue enables PCRWRD to meet all the operating and maintenance (O&M) expenses associated 
with providing service to customers. Additionally, it provides the resources to pay for capital 
expenditures, including debt service and debt service coverage requirements.  
 
It is important to note this Study did not, nor was it intended to, determine the level of revenue 
required for FY 2016-17; this is the purpose of PCRWRD’s Financial Plan prepared by the Finance 
and Risk Management Department. The revenue requirements used in this Study of approximately 
$158.5 million, provided in more detail below, are based on information provided in PCRWRD’s 
Financial Plan dated August 23, 2016 assuming the wastewater user rates and charges in place at the 
beginning of fiscal year (FY) 2016-17.  
 
The two primary components of revenue requirements are O&M expenses and capital expenditures, 
in this case primarily debt service. Non-rate revenue from connection fees and miscellaneous charges 
offset the total revenue requirements. The final component is incorporating the portion of transfers 
out to meet the revenue required for sewer utility services as identified in the Financial Plan. 
 
3.1.1 Operation and Maintenance Expenses 
Exhibit 3.1 below summarizes the test year O&M. The total level of O&M expenses is forecast to be 
$84.6 Million in FY 2016-17.  
 

Exhibit 3.1: O&M Expenses 
 

 
 
 
3.1.2 Capital Expenditures 
PCRWRD has debt obligations in three different forms: Sewer Revenue Obligations (SRO), Sewer 
Revenue Bonds (SRB) and Water Infrastructure Finance Authority debts (WIFA). PCRWRD has used 
these debt instruments historically to finance capital projects including its recent Regional 

Description FY 2017 Budget
Personnel Expenses 33,627,611$        
Supplies & Services Expenses 49,411,598$        
Capital Equipment Purchases > $5,000 1,524,598$          

Total: O&M Expenses 84,563,807$       
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Optimization Master Plan (ROMP). For FY 2016-17, these obligations total $75.4 million, as shown in 
Exhibit 3.2. 
 

Exhibit 3.2: Debt Obligations 

 
 
3.1.3 Other Revenue 
PCRWRD expects to generate a total of $13.4 million of revenue from other sources during FY 2016-
17. These sources include, for example, connection fees, interest earnings, and other miscellaneous 
revenues. Each of the items included in the non-rate revenue are displayed in Exhibit 3.3.  
 

Exhibit 3.3: Other Revenue 
 

 
 
3.1.4 Adjustment to Revenue Requirements 
The final component of the development of revenue requirements is incorporating the portion of 
transfers out to meet the revenue required for sewer utility services as identified in the PCRWRD 
Financial Plan.  It is assumed these revenue requirements are related to payments on Certificates of 
Participation, and have been included as capital expenditures. For FY 2016-17, this total is $11.9 
million. 

Type FY 2017 Budget
General Government Fees 120,000$             
Sanitation Fees 310,000$             
Interdepartmental Revenue 20,000$               
License & Permits 20,000$               
Other Fines 5,000$                 
Rent and Royalties 934$                    
Interest Non Operating 201,000$             
Interest Revenue  Pooled Investments Non Operating 530,000$             
Other Misc. Revenue Non Operating 553,670$             
Market Adjustments Non Operating 50,000$               
Late Fees and Interest Charges on Overdue Receivable 250$                    
Connection Fee Revenue 11,572,094$       

Total: Other Revenue 13,382,948$       

Description FY 2017 Budget

Sewer Revenue Obligations 60,737,796$        
Sewer Revenue Bonds 12,521,463$        
Water Infrastructure Finance Authority Debts 2,134,085$          

Total: Debt Obligations 75,393,344$       
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3.1.5 Summary of Revenue Requirements (FY 2016-17) 
Revenue requirements for the test year of 2016-17 are shown below. After combining net operating 
expenses and capital expenditures, PCRWRD’s net revenue requirements from user rates and charges 
is $158.5 million. This amount served as the basis for the cost of service analysis discussed in Section 
4.  
 

Exhibit 3.4: Summary of Revenue Requirements  
 

 
  

FY2017 Operating Capital Total
GROSS REVENUE REQUIREMENTS

Total O&M 84,563,807$        -$                      84,563,807$        
Total Debt Service -$                      75,399,344$        75,399,344$        

Total Gross Revenue Requirements 84,563,807$       75,399,344$        159,963,151$      

OTHER REVENUE

Connection Fee Revenue -$                      (11,572,094)$       (11,572,094)$       
Non-Rate Revenue (1,810,854)$         -$                      (1,810,854)$         $                      $                      $                      
Total Other Revenue (1,810,854)$        (11,572,094)$      (13,382,948)$      

Transfers for Purpose of Determining -$                     11,904,396$        11,904,396$        
Rate Revenue Requirements

Net Revenue Requirements 82,752,953$       75,731,646$        158,484,599$      
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4. COST OF SERVICE OVERVIEW 
 
 
The financial planning process determines the overall level of net revenue requirements, or net rate 
revenue, necessary to fund utility operations, and the cost of service (COS) analysis determines how 
much of that revenue should be recovered from each of PCRWRD’s customer classes. The proceeding 
section provides an overview of the cost of service process and results. 
 
4.1  ALLOCATION PROCESS 
 
RFC utilized the “functional cost methodology” described in the Water Environment Federations 
(WEF) publication, “Manual of Practice M27, Financing and Charges for Wastewater Systems.” Once 
the revenue requirements have been established (Section 3), costs were allocated to categories which 
relate to functions performed by the wastewater utility. The functional allocation process was 
completed collaboratively by both RFC and PCRWRD staff. The functional categories include: 

• Wastewater Collection 
• Wastewater Conveyance 
• Wastewater Treatment 
• Laboratory 
• Account/Customer 
• General and Administration  

 
RFC, PCF & RM and PCRWRD staff went through an extensive cost allocation exercise to allocate O&M 
expenses to the appropriate functional categories. Fixed assets were provided to RFC with functional 
categories assigned. Piping infrastructure was allocated to collection and conveyance based on size 
and length.   
 
In the functional cost methodology, functionalized costs and assets are then allocated to cost drivers, 
or demand parameters, including account, volume, and strength components. Account costs include 
customer service and related costs and a portion of debt service; volume costs are associated with 
volumetric throughput, or the annual flow from customers, and strength costs reflect the treatment 
of pollutants within wastewater in the form of total suspended solids (TSS), chemical oxygen demand 
(COD), and total nitrogen (TN). 
 
Within the functionalized treatment cost category, an extensive exercise was conducted by RFC and 
PCRWRD staff to allocate costs to treatment process sub functional categories (e.g. primary 
treatment, secondary treatment, nutrient removal), which enabled a more appropriate and accurate 
allocation to the volume and strength demand parameters. Additional detail on these allocations is 
provided in the attached Appendix.  
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4.2  REVENUE REQUIREMENTS FROM RATES 
 
Exhibit 4.1 summarizes the revenue requirements for all wastewater customers, as developed in 
Section 3. The net revenue requirement is $158.5 Million in FY 2016-17; this serves as the test year.  
 

Exhibit 4.1 Test Year Revenue Requirements 
 

 
 
4.3  COST OF SERVICE RESULTS 
 
The summarized results of the multi-step allocation process are provided below. Additional detail is 
provided in the attached Appendix.  
 
4.3.1 Cost Functionalization 
 
The first step in determining revenue requirements by customer class involves the allocation of 
wastewater utility O&M expenses and capital expenditures to functional categories. These categories 
relate to the various functions performed for the wastewater utility system to provide service to 
PCRWRD customers. For this Study the functions are: Collection, Conveyance, Treatment, Lab, 
Account/Customer, and General & Administration.  
 
Allocation of O&M to Functional Categories 
Exhibit 4.2 below summarizes the functional allocation of PCRWRD’s test year O&M revenue 
requirement. These allocations relate to the proportion of expenses in each major cost center that is 
associated with performing each function. Each cost center has several sub-items that were assigned 
a percentage so each center’s overall budget would be assigned proportionally to each function. For 
example, each item under treatment was assigned a 100% value for the treatment function.  For 
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conveyance costs, an analysis of the piping infrastructure determined that 62.4% of piping is related 
to collection and 37.6% is related to conveyance.   
 
 

Exhibit 4.2 O&M Functionalization 

 
 

Allocation of Assets to Functional Categories 
To allocate capital expenditures, such as debt, the first step is to identify and allocate the system 
assets to the functional categories. The proportional distribution of assets to these functional 
categories will then be used to allocate capital expenditures.  
 
A complete list of system assets was provided by PCRWRD, and the assets were grouped into eight 
asset types.   The breakdown by asset type is displayed in Exhibit 4.3.  
 

Exhibit 4.3 Net Book Value of Assets by Type  
 

 
 
Next, the types of assets were allocated to functional categories based on their use in the system, as 
shown in Exhibit 4.4. 
 
 
 
 
 

Asset Type Net Book Value
Building 542,760,174$     
Equipment and Machinery 76,049,758
Intangible Equipment and Software 12,178,335
Land 9,864,406
Other Improvements 37,894,585
Rights of Way and Easements 2,366,925
Sewage Conveyance Systems 470,570,997
Vehicles 1,522,984

Grand Total 1,153,208,165$ 

Proportional

Operating Expenses FY 2017 Collection Conveyance Treatment Lab Customer General & Admin

Planning 5,688,938$      -$                     -$                   -$                     -$                   -$                                  5,688,938$             

Conveyance 16,022,246$   9,997,502$    6,024,744$  -$                     -$                   -$                                  -$                              

Treatment 35,179,313$   -$                     -$                   35,179,313$ -$                   -$                                  -$                              

Admin *(Less Laboratory) 20,236,388$   -$                     -$                   -$                     -$                   6,860,557$                13,375,831$           

Laboratory 7,436,922$      -$                     -$                   -$                     7,436,922$ -$                                  -$                              

Total: Operating Expenses 84,563,807$   9,997,502$    6,024,744$  35,179,313$ 7,436,922$ 6,860,557$                19,064,769$           
12% 7% 42% 9% 8% 23%

Fixed FunctionsFlow Functions
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Exhibit 4.4: Allocation of Assets to Functions 

 
4.3.2 Allocation of O&M expenses, Capital Expenditures, and Non-Rate Revenue to Cost 
Drivers 
Once O&M expenses and capital assets have been allocated to functional categories, the next step is 
to allocate the functional categories to cost drivers. The cost drivers can be generalized as pertaining 
to volumetric (flow drivers) or account/customer related (fixed drivers).   
 
The volumetric cost drivers are: volume, which relates to the costs of handling the base wastewater 
discharge of PCRWRD customers (regardless of strength), and wastewater strength, which relates to 
the concentration of pollutants which must be removed via the wastewater treatment process. In this 
Study strength costs were allocated based on TSS, COD, and TN.  The process used to allocate 
wastewater treatment and related costs to volume and strength components involved extensive 
discussions with PCRWRD staff and was based on PCRWRD’s wastewater treatment plant processes.  
 
The customer service related cost drivers are classified as account related. Given PCRWRD is a 
wastewater only utility and has a service fee that is uniform regardless of meter size, all customer 
related costs are allocated to the account cost driver.  Most of the costs included in this category are 
associated with monies paid to various billing providers for meter reading and billing and collection 
services.  
 
General and administrative costs were distributed proportionately to each cost driver based on a 
composite allocation of all other costs. This is a standard approach used in the cost allocation process 
for allocating overhead related costs proportionately to the cost drivers based on a pro-rata share.  
 
Allocation of O&M Costs to Cost Drivers 
Exhibit 4.5 below summarizes the allocation of each of the functionalized O&M expenses to each of 
the cost drivers. Costs associated with the volume and strength of wastewater are separated from 
fixed costs (account), which are incurred regardless of the amount of usage by customers.  
 

Proportional

Sewer System Assets FY 2017 Collection Conveyance Treatment Lab Customer General & Admin

Building 542,760,174$        -$                        -$                        488,484,157$  -$            -$                           54,276,017$            
Equipment and Machinery 76,049,758             19,012,440       19,012,440       19,012,440       -              -                             19,012,440              
Intangible Equipment and Software 12,178,335             -                           -                           -                           -              -                             12,178,335              
Land 9,864,406               -                           -                           9,864,406         -              -                             -                                  
Other Improvements 37,894,585             -                           -                           -                           -              -                             37,894,585              
Rights of Way and Easements 2,366,925               1,476,905         890,020             -                           -              -                             -                                  
Sewage Conveyance Systems 470,570,997           293,625,158     176,945,839     -                           -              -                             -                                  
Vehicles 1,522,984               -                           -                           -                           -              -                             1,522,984                

Total: Sewer System Assets 1,153,208,165$     314,114,503$  196,848,298$  517,361,003$  -$            -$                           124,884,361$         
27% 17% 45% 0% 0% 11%

Flow Functions Fixed Functions
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Exhibit 4.5: O&M Allocation to Cost Drivers 
 

 
 

The General & Admin function, as shown above, is allocated to the cost drivers based on the 
proportional relationship of the direct costs by cost driver.  For example, 36% of the General & 
Administrative costs are allocated to Volume based on the Volume related costs in proportion to total 
costs.   
 
Non-rate revenues (excluding connection fees) of $1.8 million are applied proportionally amongst 
the cost drivers to arrive at net operating expenses to be recovered from wastewater user charges as 
identified in Exhibit 4.6. 
 

Exhibit 4.6: Reallocation of O&M Expenses to Cost Drivers 

 
 
Allocation of Capital Costs to Cost Drivers 
The functionalized capital assets were allocated to cost drivers in a similar process as O&M 
functionalized expenses to cost drivers.  The results of this process are shown in Exhibit 4.7.   
 

Fixed Drivers
Function FY 2017 Volume TSS COD TN Account

Collection 9,997,502$        9,997,502$        -$                         -$                         -$                         -$                            
Conveyance 6,024,744 6,024,744          -                           -                           -                           -                               
Treatment 35,179,313 7,665,497          8,900,110          14,781,252        3,832,455          -                               
Laboratory 7,436,922 -                           2,528,553          2,454,184          2,454,184          -                               
Meter -                           -                           -                           -                           -                           -                               
Customer 6,860,557 -                           -                           -                           -                           6,860,557             
Total:  Functional Charges 65,499,038$     23,687,743$     11,428,663$     17,235,436$     6,286,639$        6,860,557$           

36% 17% 26% 10% 10%

General & Admin (Allocation) 19,064,769 6,894,778          3,326,535          5,016,709          1,829,849          1,996,899             

Total:  Functional Charges 84,563,807$     30,582,521$     14,755,198$     22,252,145$     8,116,488$        8,857,456$           

Flow Drivers

Fixed Drivers
Function FY 2017 Volume TSS COD TN Account

Determination of Net Operating Revenue Requirements
Total Operating Expenses 84,563,807$     30,582,521$     14,755,198$     22,252,145$     8,116,488$        8,857,456$           

36% 17% 26% 10% 10%

Less Other Revenue (1,810,854)$      (654,896)$          (315,969)$          (476,509)$          (173,807)$          (189,674)$             

Net Operating Expenses 82,752,953$     29,927,625$     14,439,229$     21,775,636$     7,942,681$        8,667,782$           
From Sewer User Charges 36% 17% 26% 10% 10%

Flow Drivers
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Exhibit 4.7: Allocation of Assets to Cost Drivers (1) 

 
(1) No assets were functionalized as lab or customer, and therefore, no costs related to assets or capital 

expenditures are allocated to cost drivers of these functions. Assets related to lab are categorized in 
Treatment and were functionalized and allocated within the Treatment cost of service allocation to cost 
driver.  

 
At this point, the proportional breakdown of assets to cost drivers is used to allocate capital 
expenditures (including transfers) and connection fee offsetting revenue to cost drivers for net 
capital expenditures by cost driver.   
 

Exhibit 4.8: Allocation of Capital Expenditures to Cost Drivers 

 
The final step in determining the allocation of capital expenditures to cost drivers involves a 
reallocation of a specific level of debt service payments to the ‘account’ cost driver to be included in 
the service fee calculation.  As noted previously, most of PCRWRD’s costs are “fixed” in nature, with 
the only variable costs being commodity related (e.g. energy, chemicals, utilities). PCRWRD must staff 
and operate its facilities 24 hours a day, seven days a week, and 365 days a year regardless of whether 
a drop of wastewater is treated. Additionally, PCRWRD has issued a significant amount of debt to 
finance infrastructure investment to meet regulatory requirements and provide continued, safe, and 
reliable service to customers, and this debt is a fixed cost. As such, and in an effort to address 
PCRWRD’s prioritized pricing objective of revenue stability, it was determined that approximately 
half of PCRWRD’s test year debt service, or $37 million, was reallocated from the volumetric cost 
drivers to the fixed cost driver, which ultimately supports an increased service fee, shown in the next 
section.  This amount was identified as it effectively creates a neutral impact on a typical residential 
customer billed for 7 Ccf of consumption. The reallocation of debt service is presented in Exhibit 4.9. 
 
 

Fixed Drivers
Capital Cost FY 2017 Volume TSS COD TN Account

Debt 75,399,344$     44,288,439$               10,173,063$    15,341,879$    5,595,963$      -$                  
Transfers 11,904,396$     6,992,463$                 1,606,170$      2,422,247$      883,516$          -$                  
Less Other Revenue (11,572,094)$   (6,797,274)$               (1,561,335)$     (2,354,631)$     (858,854)$        -$                  

Total Capital Costs 75,731,646$     44,483,628$               10,217,898$    15,409,494$    5,620,626$      -$                       
59% 13% 20% 7% 0%

Flow Drivers

Fixed Drivers
Sewer Asset Net Book Value Net Book Value Volume TSS COD TN Account

Collection 314,114,503$     314,114,503$     -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                  
Conveyance 196,848,298$     196,848,298$     -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                  
Treatment 517,361,003$     93,059,113$       138,743,946$  209,238,156$  76,319,788$    -$                  
Lab -$                           -$                           -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                  
Meter -$                           -$                           -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                  
Customer -$                           -$                           -$                        -$                        -$                        -$                  
General & Admin 124,884,361$     73,355,193$       16,849,701$    25,410,842$    9,268,625$      -$                  

Total 1,153,208,165$  677,377,106$     155,593,648$  234,648,997$  85,588,413$    -$                       
59% 13% 20% 7% 0%

Flow Drivers
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Exhibit 4.9: Reallocation of Debt Service  

 
 

4.3.3 Summary of Costs by Cost Drivers 
Exhibit 4.10 presents the allocation of net revenue requirements by cost driver.  
 

Exhibit 4.10: Net Revenue Requirements by Cost Drivers  
 

 
4.3.4 Units of Service 
PCRWRD staff provided customer billing information, or units of service, for the test year.  In order 
to determine the amount of strength loadings for each customer class it is necessary to convert the 
amount of wastewater volume delivered to the amount of solids treated (as measured in lbs.) for 
each pollutant including TSS, COD, and TN.   This conversation requires a mathematical formula that 
considers the density of pollutant strength within wastewater flow.  As discussed in Section 5, 
PCRWRD monitors strength loading compositions for each customer class through ongoing sampling 
analyses (see Exhibit 5.3). The results of the sampling analysis are expressed as milligrams of 
pollutant per liter (mg/L), or parts per million, of wastewater treated. The weight of pollutants in 
each gallon can then be determined as 1 mg/L = 0.00000083540444320084 lbs. An example of the 
conversion formula applied to commercial class volume and strength loadings is provided below.  

Conversion 
1mg/L = 0.00000834540444320084 lbs./gallon 

 
 
 

COD TSS TN

Strength (mg/L) - Commercial (regular) 579 314 72
lbs./gallon 0.004832 0.002620 0.000601
Ccf (per year) 6,193,219 6,193,219 6,193,219
Gallons (per year) 4,632,527,833 4,632,527,833 4,632,527,833
lbs. removed 22,384,324 12,139,340 2,783,543

Fixed Drivers
FY 2017 Volume TSS COD TN Account

Total Capital Costs 75,731,646$        44,483,628$       10,217,898$    15,409,494$    5,620,626$      -$                       
59% 13% 20% 7% 0%

Debt Shift to Service Fee (21,733,243)$     (4,992,130)$     (7,528,574)$     (2,746,053)$     37,000,000$   

Revised Allocation 75,731,646$        22,750,385$       5,225,768$      7,880,921$      2,874,572$      37,000,000$   

Flow Drivers

FY 2017 Volume TSS COD TN Account

O&M 82,752,953$         29,927,625$    14,439,229$    21,775,636$    7,942,681$      8,667,782$      

Capital 75,731,646$         22,750,385$    5,225,768$      7,880,921$      2,874,572$      37,000,000$   

Total 158,484,599$       52,678,010$    19,664,997$    29,656,557$    10,817,253$    45,667,782$   
33% 12% 19% 7% 29%
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Exhibit 4.11 presents the estimated number of customer billed volume (Ccf), strength loadings (lbs.), 
and number of accounts (bills) by customer class for FY 2016-17.  
 

Exhibit 4.11: Units of Service by Customer Class1 
 

 
 

4.3.5 Determination of Unit Cost of Service 
Once each cost category of the test year revenue requirement (i.e. O&M and Capital) has been 
allocated to the various cost drivers (volume, strength, and account), the unit costs of service can be 
determined by dividing by the total system units by cost driver. Exhibit 4.12 summarizes the 
determination of the unit costs of service.  
 
                                                             
1 Equivalent bills are adjusted to account for customers receiving a service fee discount through the Sewer 
Outreach Subsidy program.  

Annual Billed Total Total Total Equivalent 
Volume COD TSS TN Bills Bills

Units (CCF) (Lbs.) (Lbs.) (Lbs.) (SOS Bills)

Residential
R - Residential 18,504,916       65,727,691      20,446,048        5,741,065   2,961,819         2,961,819         
MF - Multi-family 6,294,140         22,356,183      6,954,384           1,952,728   51,463               51,463               
RA - SOS 75% 216,566             769,221            239,283              67,189         3,516                  879                     
RB - SOS 50% 58,564               208,014            64,707                 18,169         720                     360                     
RC - SOS 25% 33,676               119,613            37,208                 10,448         288                     216                     
SV - Duplex/Triplex -                      -                     -                       -                -                      -                      
R2 - Vacant Home 38,542               136,897            42,585                 11,957         3,228                  3,228                  
Commercial
Commercial - regular 6,193,219         22,384,324      12,139,340        2,783,543   186,780             186,780             
Commercial - large meter 1,728                  6,247                3,388                   777               144                     144                     
Industrial -                      
SA - Auto Body and Fender Repair 15,777               74,359              14,576                 6,333            1,363                  1,363                  
SB - Mortuary 3,001                  16,186              2,173                   1,040            222                     222                     
SC - Laundromat 73,564               376,096            58,779                 10,837         603                     603                     
SD - Pet Clinic 12,835               54,082              18,829                 5,432            888                     888                     
SE - Restaurant, with seating 372,847             4,917,900        2,141,253           83,555         6,636                  6,636                  
SF - Restaurant, fast food 158,114             1,551,572        224,050              48,265         5,463                  5,463                  
SG - Car wash, self-service 66,424               227,639            34,498                 1,824            678                     678                     
SH - Car wash, full-service 73,960               231,304            112,651              3,232            470                     470                     
SI - Bottling company 28,271               648,203            8,171                   2,294            157                     157                     
SJ - Printing, copying 8,485                  63,984              9,799                   1,298            521                     521                     
SK - Electric component manufacturer 44,426               132,006            123,131              18,470         537                     537                     
SL - Industrial laundry 36,642               186,188            55,353                 25,252         92                        92                        
SM - Bakery 1,810                  66,515              2,813                   250               195                     195                     
SN - Miscellaneous food processor 4,324                  39,192              4,292                   1,371            186                     186                     
SO - Chemical, pharmaceutical 32,764               92,241              40,087                 19,880         127                     127                     
SP - Meat packing 3,180                  82,440              8,456                   1,846            43                        43                        
Builder/Contractor 3,637                  -                     -                       -                2,724                  2,724                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
Total Retail 32,281,413       120,468,097   42,785,856        10,817,055 3,228,863         3,225,794         

Volume Units

Chemical 
Oxygen 
Demand

 Total 
Suspended 

Solids Customer Units                                                                                                                         
 Total 

Nitrogen                 
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Exhibit 4.12: Unit Cost of Service 
 

 
 

 
4.3.6 Determination of Revenue Requirements by Customer Class  
Exhibit 4.13 summarizes the allocation of the test year revenue requirements to each of the 
customer classes. For each customer class, the cost allocation is the total unit cost of service 
multiplied by the units of service for that class.  
 

Exhibit 4.13: Revenue Requirements by Customer Class 
 

  

Fixed Drivers
FY 2017 Volume TSS COD TN Account

O&M 82,752,953$        29,927,625$       14,439,229$    21,775,636$    7,942,681$      8,667,782$      
Capital 75,731,646$        22,750,385$       5,225,768$      7,880,921$      2,874,572$      37,000,000$   

Total 158,484,599$     52,678,010$       19,664,997$    29,656,557$    10,817,253$    45,667,782$   

Units of Service 32,281,413 42,785,856 120,468,097 10,817,055 3,225,794
Unit Cost 1.63$                    0.46$                 0.25$                 1.00$                 14.16$              

Ccf lbs. lbs. lbs. Bill

Flow Drivers

Class Volume TSS COD TN Account Total

Residential
R - Residential 30,197,011$       9,397,299$       16,180,691$      5,741,171$       41,930,671$    103,446,841$     
MF - Multi-family 10,271,012 3,196,335 5,503,593 1,952,764 728,565 21,652,269$        
RA - SOS 75% 353,400 109,978 189,365 67,190 12,444 732,377$              
RB - SOS 50% 95,567 29,740 51,208 18,170 5,097 199,782$              
RC - SOS 25% 54,953 17,101 29,446 10,448 3,058 115,006$              
SV - Duplex/Triplex 0 0 0 0 0 -$                           
R2 - Vacant Home 62,894 19,573 33,701 11,958 45,699 173,825$              
Commercial
Commercial - regular 10,106,325 5,579,416 5,510,521 2,783,594 2,644,257 26,624,113$        
Commercial - large meter 2,821 1,557 1,538 777 2,039 8,731$                  
Industrial
SA - Auto Body and Fender Repair 25,746 6,699 18,305 6,333 19,296 76,380$                
SB - Mortuary 4,897 999 3,985 1,040 3,143 14,063$                
SC - Laundromat 120,044 27,016 92,586 10,838 8,537 259,021$              
SD - Pet Clinic 20,945 8,654 13,314 5,432 12,571 60,917$                
SE - Restaurant, with seating 608,426 984,151 1,210,677 83,557 93,946 2,980,758$          
SF - Restaurant, fast food 258,016 102,977 381,962 48,265 77,340 868,561$              
SG - Car wash, self-service 108,393 15,856 56,040 1,824 9,598 191,712$              
SH - Car wash, full-service 120,691 51,776 56,942 3,232 6,654 239,294$              
SI - Bottling company 46,134 3,755 159,573 2,294 2,223 213,979$              
SJ - Printing, copying 13,846 4,504 15,751 1,298 7,376 42,775$                
SK - Electric component manufacturer 72,496 56,593 32,497 18,470 7,602 187,658$              
SL - Industrial laundry 59,794 25,441 45,835 25,253 1,302 157,625$              
SM - Bakery 2,954 1,293 16,375 250 2,761 23,632$                
SN - Miscellaneous food processor 7,056 1,973 9,648 1,371 2,633 22,681$                
SO - Chemical, pharmaceutical 53,466 18,424 22,708 19,880 1,798 116,276$              
SP - Meat packing 5,189 3,887 20,295 1,846 609 31,826$                
Builder/Contractor 5,934 0 0 0 38,564 44,498$                

Total: Cost of Service 52,678,010$       19,664,997$    29,656,557$      10,817,253$     45,667,782$    158,484,599$     
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5. RATE DESIGN 
 

5.1  RATE SCENARIOS 
 
The cost of service analysis determines the revenue required from each customer class, and rate 
design is the process of determining how each class should pay. As part of the rate design process, 
six rate structure alternatives were developed in addition to the existing structure to evaluate the 
most appropriate rate structure that aligns with current utility pricing objectives.  
 
5.2  EXISTING RATE STRUCTURE 
    
PCRWRD recovers the cost of operating the utility via volumetric rates and monthly fixed charges. 
Exhibit 5.1 indicates the existing rate structure and current rates.  
 

Exhibit 5.1: Existing User Charges 
 

 
 
The monthly service fee (fixed charge) is the same for customers of all meter sizes, except for the 
residential customers in the sewer outreach subsidy (SOS) program. These customers pay a charge 
that is set based on their income in relation to the Federal Poverty Level (FPL) structured around 
three levels of discount (25%, 50%, and 75%). The volumetric rate is uniform and based on a 
customer’s metered water consumption. The consumption is currently limited to the average winter 
water usage, taken from the months of December, January, and February for all customers.  
Volumetric rates are then multiplied by a high strength factor for each customer class to account for 
wastewater strength. The current high strength factors are shown below in Exhibit 5.2.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Class Name Billing Class Service Fee Volumetric Rate
Residential R $12.63 $3.52
Income Reduced Residential RA 3.16 0.88
Income Reduced Residential RB 6.32 1.76
Income Reduced Residential RC 9.47 2.64
Multi-Family MF 12.63 3.52
Commercial C 12.63 3.52
Industrial SA - SP 12.63 3.52

Rate Structure
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Exhibit 5.2: FY 2016 High Strength Factors 
 

 
 
For example, the bill calculation for both a bakery and pet clinic using an average of 7 ccf are as 
follows: 
 

1. Bakery: $12.63 + (7ccf*$3.523*3.63) = $102.15 
2. Pet clinic: $12.63 + (7ccf*$3.523*1.20) = $42.22 

 
As noted previously, one of the elements of this Study was to identify and prioritize PCRWRD’s most 
important objectives in pricing wastewater services, to determine whether its current rate structure 
meets these objectives or whether changes to the structure may be appropriate. Through discussions 
and workshops with PCF & RM staff and PCRWRD representatives, focus was placed on certain 
objectives including, in particular, revenue stability, simple to understand and update, consistency 
with cost of service principles, and affordability.  
 
This existing rate structure has been in place for many years and is consistent with industry 
standards and practices.  The addition of the SOS program has helped address affordability objectives 
by providing assistance to eligible customers with their utility bill. The service fee provides a certain 
level of revenue stability, but, as will be discussed in more detail in Section 5.3, PCRWRD would like 
to consider rate structure options that increase its fixed cost recovery to help address revenue 
recovery challenges associated with declining per capita consumption. While using average winter 
water consumption is common industry practice in approximating wastewater returned to the 
system for treatment, it limits a customer’s control of their bill and can be contrary to conservation 
objectives for three-quarters of the year.  An alternative for consideration is billing based on actual 
water consumption with a return factor (e.g. 80-90%), which recognizes not all water is returned to 

CLASSIFICATION HSF Current
Single-Family Residential 1.00
Multi-Family Residential 1.00
Commercial 1.00
Printing; copying 1.01
Industrial laundry 1.06
Mortuary 1.09
Laundromat 1.09
Electrical component manufacturer 1.14
Car wash, self-service 1.19
Pet clinic 1.20
Car wash, full service 1.23
Chemical, pharmaceutical, paint 
manufacturing

1.25

Bottling company 1.68
Restaurant, with seating and china 2.03
Auto body and fender repair 2.10
Restaurant, fast food 2.32
Miscellaneous food processor 2.33
Meat packing; tallow processing 2.38
Bakery 3.63

CURRENT HIGH STRENGTH FACTOR (HSF)
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the wastewater system but maintains a customer’s ability to impact their bill through lower 
consumption the entire year. The current number of customer classes provides a significant level of 
granularity as it relates to cost equity. However, the existing structure’s 16 separate classes for 
commercial high strength and industrial customers is complex and administratively burdensome, 
particularly as it relates to accurately maintaining appropriate customer classifications when 
account turnover occurs. As a result, PCRWRD would like to consider more simplified structures to 
improve customer understanding and acceptance and reduce billing complexity while maintaining 
consistency with cost of service principles. 
 
5.2.1 Updated Sampling and High Strength Factors 
PCRWRD continues to monitor strength loadings from customers, especially those that have a high 
strength surcharge (factor) applied. Recent sampling data conducted by PCRWRD staff in 2013 and 
2015 along with the results of the cost of service analysis were used to update the wastewater high 
strength factors by customer class.  
 
In 2015, PCRWRD staff conducted wastewater strength sampling on various types of commercial 
establishments including commercial plazas with no high strength users, commercial plazas with 
high strength users, indoor shopping malls, breweries, hospitals, hotels, and others. Of particular 
interest were commercial plazas with high strength users that are billed through a master meter. 
Currently, these customers are billed at the same volumetric rate as residential customers yet there 
can be many different types of commercial customers beyond the master meter, including 
restaurants, for example, that would currently be charged a high strength factor if they were an 
independently metered customer.  This creates an economic equality issue among directly-
competing business. 
 
Sampling wastewater from commercial plazas or other types of commercial establishments can 
present challenges and produce results with significant variability due to the timing of the sample, 
level of flow, and other factors.  The process used by PCRWRD staff identified certain commercial 
customers where a grab sample could be taken on three consecutive days. A three-day average was 
then used to determine the concentration of wastewater pollutants by category of strength. While 
the variability of the results and limited sample size did not produce statistically significant results, 
generally speaking, the results were consistent with the commonly accepted wastewater industry 
principle that commercial customers produce wastewater with higher concentrations of pollutants 
compared to residential customers, and higher strength wastewater is more expensive to treat. One 
of the primary reasons higher strength wastewater is more expensive to treat is due to the additional 
power and chemical costs incurred to remove higher concentrations, or lbs., of pollutants in 
wastewater during the treatment process.  For example, power is used to pump oxygen in the 
aeration process to support bacteria in breaking down the organic matter in wastewater. Higher 
levels of organic matter require more oxygen (and power) to clean the wastewater. The following 
chart presents the results of PCRWRD staff’s 2015 sampling based on the average strength of 
commercial plazas with no high strength users (commercial only), commercial plazas with high 
strength users (commercial mixed), and all customer samples (all inclusive). 
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Commercial Only (No High Strength Users) 

38 Business Represented 
 COD TSS TN 
Average  579 314 72 
    

 
 

Commercial Mixed  
50 Business Represented 

 COD TSS TN 
Average  1,779 814 76 
    

 
All Inclusive Commercial 

500 – 1,000 Businesses Represented 
 

 COD TSS TN 
Average   1,316 287 49 
    

 
Through discussion with PCRWRD staff, and in recognition of the variability in the sampling results, 
it was determined that it was appropriate to use the most conservative (lowest) estimate of 
combined wastewater strength (COD, TSS, and TN) for the general commercial class, which is the 
sampling data excluding high strength users. As a result, the average strength of commercial plazas 
with no high strength users (commercial only) was used as a proxy for commercial wastewater 
strength.  
 
Exhibit 5.3 provides wastewater strength sampling results from PCRWRD’s most recent analysis and 
Exhibit 5.4 shows the existing and revised (Calculated) high strength factors. The high strength 
factors are calculated by dividing the combined volume, COD, TSS, and TN revenue requirements, or 
volumetric revenue requirement, for each customer class by the billable volume for each customer 
class, respectively. The resulting unit cost is then divided by the residential unit cost, to calculate the 
high strength factor. For example, as seen in Exhibit 4.13, the volumetric revenue requirement for 
single-family residential customers is $61,516,170 ($103,446,841 - $41,930,671 = $61,516,170).  
This amount is then divided by single-family residential billable volume of 18,504,916 Ccf, which 
results in a unit cost of $3.32 per Ccf. The volumetric revenue requirement for commercial customers 
(regular) is $23,979,856 ($26,624,113 - $2,644,257 = $23,979,856). This amount is then divided by 
commercial (regular) volume of 6,193,219 Ccf, which results in a unit cost of $3.87 per Ccf. The ratio 
of the commercial unit cost to the single-family residential unit cost is 1.16 ($3.87 / $3.32 = 1.16) 
Additional detail is provided in the attached Appendix.  
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Exhibit 5.3: Wastewater Sampling Data 

 
Exhibit 5.4: High Strength Factor Analysis 

 

 
 
As seen above, there are several changes in the calculated high strength factors based on more recent 
sampling data and updated cost allocations. In general, the calculated high strength factors show an 
increase for some customer classes and a decrease for other customer classes. Of particular note the 
calculated high strength factor for the commercial class of 1.16 is 16% higher than its current high 

Caculation Detail

Class Current Calculated % Difference
Volumetric 

Revenue 
Requirement

Volume Unit Cost Caculated HSF

R - Single-Family Residential 1.00 1.00 0.0% 61,516,170$      18,504,916 3.32$                   1.00
MF - Multi-Family Residential 1.00 1.00 0.0% 20,923,704$      6,294,140 3.32$                   1.00
C - Commercial 1.00 1.16 16.4% 23,979,856$      6,193,219 3.87$                   1.16
SA - Auto Body and Fender Repair 2.10 1.09 -48.2% 57,084$              15,777 3.62$                   1.09
SB - Mortuary 1.09 1.09 0.4% 10,920$              3,001 3.64$                   1.09
SC - Laundromat 1.09 1.02 -6.0% 250,484$            73,564 3.40$                   1.02
SD - Pet Clinic 1.20 1.13 -5.6% 48,345$              12,835 3.77$                   1.13
SE - Restaurant, with seating 2.03 2.33 14.7% 2,886,811$        372,847 7.74$                   2.33
SF - Restaurant, fast food 2.32 1.51 -35.1% 791,221$            158,114 5.00$                   1.51
SG - Car wash, self-service 1.19 0.82 -30.7% 182,113$            66,424 2.74$                   0.82
SH - Car wash, full-service 1.23 0.95 -23.1% 232,640$            73,960 3.15$                   0.95
SI - Bottling company 1.68 2.25 34.1% 211,757$            28,271 7.49$                   2.25
SJ - Printing, copying 1.01 1.25 24.3% 35,399$              8,485 4.17$                   1.25
SK - Electric component manufacturer 1.14 1.22 6.9% 180,056$            44,426 4.05$                   1.22
SL - Industrial laundry 1.06 1.28 21.1% 156,323$            36,642 4.27$                   1.28
SM - Bakery 3.63 3.47 -4.4% 20,871$              1,810 11.53$                 3.47
SN - Miscellaneous food processor 2.33 1.39 -40.1% 20,048$              4,324 4.64$                   1.39
SO - Chemical, pharmaceutical 1.25 1.05 -15.9% 114,478$            32,764 3.49$                   1.05
SP - Meat packing 2.38 2.95 24.1% 31,217$              3,180 9.82$                   2.95

COD TSS TN
Strength Assignments
Residential 569 177 50
Commercial 579 314 72
SA - Auto Body and Fender Repair 755 148 64
SB - Mortuary 864 116 56
SC - Laundromat 819 128 24
SD - Pet Clinic 675 235 68
SE - Restaurant, with seating 2,113 920 36
SF - Restaurant, fast food 1,572 227 49
SG - Car wash, self-service 549 83 4
SH - Car wash, full-service 501 244 7
SI - Bottling company 3,673 46 13
SJ - Printing, copying 1,208 185 25
SK - Electric component manufacturer 476 444 67
SL - Industrial laundry 814 242 110
SM - Bakery 5,887 249 22
SN - Miscellaneous food processor 1,452 159 51
SO - Chemical, pharmaceutical 451 196 97
SP - Meat packing 4,153 426 93
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strength factor of 1.0.  This suggests a higher cost of service for commercial customers when 
compared to residential customers.   
 
The cost of service analysis used PCRWRD’s most conservative wastewater sampling data for 
determining the strength of commercial wastewater. As a point of comparison, RFC in collaboration 
with the American Water Works Association (AWWA) has produced a bi-annual, national water and 
wastewater rate survey (Rate Survey) for more than 20 years. The Rate Survey has been used 
extensively by numerous utilities and other industry stakeholders in benchmarking utility rates, rate 
methodologies, and rate trends.  Exhibit 5.5 presents information taken from the 2016 Rate Survey 
showing a comparison of residential and commercial wastewater customers with a 5/8-inch meter 
billed for the same amount of consumption (3,000 cubic feet) for all wastewater utilities and two sub-
groups of wastewater utilities in the western region of the United States. The commercial customer 
group represents customers categorized as non-manufacturing/commercial. Since the Rate Survey 
is self-reporting, and there is no breakdown of the specific types of customers included, it is possible 
similar high strength commercial customers (as defined by PCRWRD) could be categorized as non-
manufacturing/commercial. However, the Rate Survey also includes a customer category of 
commercial/light industrial. If a responding utility identified high strength commercial customers, it 
is not unreasonable to assume they would be classified as commercial/light industrial. As seen below, 
although the results by individual utilities vary, which is due to rate structure differences, the sample 
data sets show that commercial customers pay on average approximately 20-40% more than 
comparable residential customers.  
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Exhibit 5.5: 2016 RFC Survey Data 
 

 
  

Wastewater Charge Wastewater Charge

5/8-Inch Meter Percent 5/8-Inch Meter Percent
Non-mfg./ Difference Non-mfg./ Difference

Residential Commercial of Commercial Residential Commercial of Commercia
3,000 cf 3,000 cf to Residential 3,000 cf 3,000 cf to Residentia  

(22,440 gal) (22,440 gal) Customer Bill (22,440 gal) (22,440 gal) Customer Bil

All Wastewater Utilities Western Utilities
Average $106.38 $126.66 19.1% San Diego, CA $123.28 $166.16 34.8%
Median $94.78 $113.51 19.8% San Antonio, TX $92.92 $86.07 -7.4%
Number of Systems 176 170 Fort Worth, TX $111.20 $136.10 22.4%

Austin , TX $223.27 $218.09 -2.3%
Pima County, AZ (existing) $118.23 $118.23 0.0% El Paso, TX $50.54 $56.50 11.8%

Oakland, CA $23.20 $43.73 88.5%
California, Nevada and Arizona Utilities San Francisco, CA $304.64 $174.23 -42.8%
San Diego, CA $123.28 $166.16 34.8% Salt Lake City, UT $53.40 $96.00 79.8%
Oakland, CA $23.20 $43.73 88.5% Palo Alto, CA $31.95 $184.80 478.4%
San Francisco, CA $304.64 $174.23 -42.8% Tacoma, WA $151.79 $182.74 20.4%
Palo Alto, CA $31.95 $184.80 478.4% Henderson, NV $25.78 $57.81 124.2%
Henderson, NV $25.78 $57.81 124.2% Plano, TX $119.11 $119.11 0.0%
Scottsdale, AZ $62.02 $63.59 2.5% Scottsdale, AZ $62.02 $63.59 2.5%
Glendale, AZ $89.09 $72.48 -18.6% Irving, TX $69.81 $71.82 2.9%
Santa Rosa, CA $76.55 $322.54 321.3% Glendale, AZ $89.09 $72.48 -18.6%
North Las Vegas, NV $43.94 $119.91 172.9% Waco, TX $87.29 $87.29 0.0%
Palm Desert, CA $24.50 $32.10 31.0% Tyler, TX $29.81 $56.22 88.6%
Peoria, AZ $55.55 $55.55 0.0% Santa Rosa, CA $76.55 $322.54 321.3%
Bellevue, WA $165.33 $275.10 66.4% North Las Vegas, NV $43.94 $119.91 172.9%
Yuma, AZ $34.45 $63.23 83.5% Round Rock, TX $89.34 $89.34 0.0%
Santa Barbara, CA $45.36 $97.80 115.6% Palm Desert, CA $24.50 $32.10 31.0%
Rio Rancho , NM $230.30 $230.30 0.0% Denton, TX $100.71 $139.32 38.3%
South Lake Tahoe, CA $35.34 $36.72 3.9% Peoria, AZ $55.55 $55.55 0.0%
Gallup, NM $97.80 $97.80 0.0% Bellevue, WA $165.33 $275.10 66.4%
La Crescenta, CA $33.75 $123.10 264.7% Carrollton, TX $52.55 $52.55 0.0%
Running Springs, CA $63.28 $86.71 37.0% Springfield, OR $165.09 $184.02 11.5%
Hollister, CA $265.13 $364.20 37.4% Yuma, AZ $34.45 $63.23 83.5%

Santa Barbara, CA $45.36 $97.80 115.6%
Average $91.56 $133.39 45.7% Longview, TX $90.94 $90.94 0.0%
Median $58.78 $97.80 66.4% Cheyenne, WY $55.52 $159.51 187.3%
Number of Systems 20 20 Grants Pass, OR $29.00 $97.35 235.7%

Bend, OR $133.64 $174.94 30.9%
Kenmore, WA $141.08 $185.78 31.7%
San Marcos, TX $165.69 $165.69 0.0%
Rio Rancho , NM $230.30 $230.30 0.0%
Albany, OR $116.43 $227.15 95.1%
South Lake Tahoe, CA $35.34 $36.72 3.9%
Southlake, TX $56.16 $87.48 55.8%
Gallup, NM $97.80 $97.80 0.0%
Benbrook, TX $50.08 $147.58 194.7%
Milwaukie, OR $118.81 $277.71 133.7%
La Crescenta, CA $33.75 $123.10 264.7%
Mukilteo, WA $61.86 $190.17 207.4%
Canyon , TX $26.30 $105.50 301.1%
Running Springs, CA $63.28 $86.71 37.0%
Hollister, CA $265.13 $364.20 37.4%

Average $92.90 $133.76 44.0%
Median $73.18 $112.31 53.5%
Number of Systems 46 46
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5.3  CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF ALTERNATIVE RATE STRUCTURES 
 
Alternative rate structures were developed to modify the existing rate structure to address 
PCRWRD’s primary pricing objectives, such as revenue stability, simple to understand and update, 
and consistency with cost of service principles.  
 
5.3.1 Revenue Stability 
One of the key issues for PCRWRD is revenue stability. PCRWRD’s costs are primarily fixed, and yet 
revenue is recovered predominantly through volumetric rates. Based on a high-level review by RFC 
staff, Exhibit 5.6 indicates PCRWRD’s approximate fixed and variable costs and fixed and variable 
revenue recovery. As shown, most utility costs are fixed (e.g. debt service and personnel 
expenditures), while only a few vary with the amount of water consumed and wastewater discharged 
(e.g. chemicals and power)2.  The wastewater utility must function 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and 
365 days a year regardless of the amount of wastewater delivered. However, like most wastewater 
utilities, the majority of PCRWRD’s revenues are recovered volumetrically, which creates an 
imbalance between utility cost incurrence and revenue recovery. Thus, the wastewater industry is 
moving toward higher fixed fees to increase revenue stability, especially as per capita usage declines, 
utilities become more leveraged, and debt service becomes a larger portion of annual costs.  To help 
address this issue, PCRWRD requested rate structure options that increased fixed cost recovery 
through the service fee in a transition to bring more balance to revenue recovery and increase, or 
enhance, revenue stability. Each of the six alternative rate structures in this study increase fixed 
revenue recovery. 
 

Exhibit 5.6: Fixed versus Variable Analysis 
 

 
 
                                                             
2 For the purpose of this analysis, variable costs include chemicals, utilities, energy, waste disposal, and 
recycling. 

92%

26%

8%

74%

COSTS REVENUE

Fixed Variable
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5.3.2 Simple to Understand and Consistent with Cost of Service Principles 
The existing rate structure with 16 separate classes for commercial high strength and industrial 
customers is complex, administratively burdensome, significantly problematic from a billing 
standpoint, and creates challenges in communication with customers. PCRWRD requested options 
that consolidated the number of classes to improve customer understanding and acceptance and 
reduce billing complexity, while still maintaining consistency with cost of service principles by 
recognizing the additional cost of treating higher strength wastewater. This is modeled in all the 
alternatives.  
 
5.4  ALTERNATIVE RATE DESIGN 
 
Six alternatives were developed based on current pricing objectives and staff recommendations. 
 
5.4.1 Alternative 1 
Alternative 1 incorporates a re-allocation of costs previously recovered by volumetric rates to 
recovery by service fees to improve revenue stability. For the volumetric rates, single-family and 
multi-family residential customers would be charged the same rate, while commercial and industrial 
customers would be consolidated into two different subclasses, with the goal of simplifying the 
volumetric rate structure. 
 
5.4.2 Alternative 2 
Alternative 2 was developed based on similar reasoning as alternative 1, with one notable exception: 
commercial and industrial customers are split into four categories rather than two. The categories 
are based on new sampling data and re-calculated high strength factors and represent an average 
wastewater strength for various customer groupings. This alternative provides slightly more 
granularity in classifying commercial and industrial customers when compared to alternative 1. The 
same approach to developing the service fee would be applied in this alternative as alternative 1. 
 
5.4.3 Alternative 3 
Alternative 3 was designed to recover 100% of costs allocated to the single-family residential 
customer class through a flat monthly fixed fee. For multi-family residential and non-residential 
customers, the same approach and structure as alternative 2 was applied, including the service fee 
and the four volumetric subclasses. 
 
5.4.4 Alternative 4 
Alternative 4 was developed to recover 100% of the utility’s fixed costs through the monthly service 
fee, uniform for all classes, which would raise the monthly service to $45.23. A small volumetric rate 
would be applied to customer class demand in this rate structure, which would be implemented in 
the same manner as alternative 2. This option is for demonstration purposes and is not a RFC 
recommendation. 
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5.4.5 Alternative 5 
Alternative 5 is a hybrid of alternative 1. The only difference is rather than having two volumetric 
rates for commercial and high strength commercial/industrial classes, these two were consolidated 
into one class and one volumetric rate. Single-family residential and multi-family residential would 
be charged the same rate. The same approach to developing the service fee for increased fixed 
revenue recovery would be applied in this alternative as alternative 1. 
 
5.4.6 Alternative 6 
Alternative 6 is a hybrid of Alternative 3. Single-family residential customers would pay a flat 
monthly fixed fee, but all the commercial and high strength commercial/ industrial classes are 
consolidated into one class with one uniform volumetric rate. Additionally, multi-family residential 
would have a separate volumetric rate that would reflect a lower strength loading than the 
commercial/industrial class.  
 
5.5  SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVES 
 
5.5.1 Alternative Rates 
Based on the COS results in Section 4 and the rate design features detailed above, service fees and 
volumetric rates were calculated for each of the alternatives. These fees, rates, and corresponding 
high strength factors are provided in Exhibit 5.7. For illustrative purposes, the consolidation of 
commercial and high strength customer classes is illustrated using color-coding. 

 
Exhibit 5.7: Rate Design Scenarios 

 

 
 

Service Fee  Current Calculated Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3 Alternative 4 Alternative 5 Alternative 6
R - Residential $12.63 $14.16 $14.16 $14.16 $35.28 $45.23 $14.16 $35.28
All Other Classes $12.63 $14.16 $14.16 $14.16 $14.14 $45.23 $14.16 $14.14

Volumetric Rate (Ccf)
R - Residential $3.52 $3.34 $3.33 $3.34 NA $0.37 $3.35 NA
MF - Multi-Family Residential $3.52 $3.34 $3.33 $3.34 $3.33 $0.37 $3.35 $3.32
C - Commercial $3.52 $3.89 $3.86 $3.88 $3.86 $0.43 $4.10 $4.10
SA - Auto Body and Fender Repair $7.40 $3.64 $3.86 $3.88 $3.86 $0.43 $4.10 $4.10
SB - Mortuary $3.84 $3.66 $3.86 $3.88 $3.86 $0.43 $4.10 $4.10
SC - Laundromat $3.84 $3.42 $3.86 $3.88 $3.86 $0.43 $4.10 $4.10
SD - Pet Clinic $4.23 $3.79 $3.86 $3.88 $3.86 $0.43 $4.10 $4.10
SG - Car wash, self-service $4.19 $3.34 $3.86 $3.88 $3.86 $0.43 $4.10 $4.10
SH - Car wash, full-service $4.33 $3.34 $3.86 $3.88 $3.86 $0.43 $4.10 $4.10
SJ - Printing, copying $3.56 $4.07 $3.86 $3.88 $3.86 $0.43 $4.10 $4.10
SK - Electric component manufacturer $4.02 $4.07 $3.86 $3.88 $3.86 $0.43 $4.10 $4.10
SL - Industrial laundry $3.73 $4.29 $3.86 $3.88 $3.86 $0.43 $4.10 $4.10
SO - Chemical, pharmaceutical $4.40 $3.51 $3.86 $3.88 $3.86 $0.43 $4.10 $4.10
SF - Restaurant, fast food $8.17 $5.03 $7.66 $4.85 $4.82 $0.54 $4.10 $4.10
SN - Miscellaneous food processor $8.21 $4.66 $7.66 $4.85 $4.82 $0.54 $4.10 $4.10
SE - Restaurant, with seating $7.15 $7.77 $7.66 $7.66 $7.61 $0.85 $4.10 $4.10
SI - Bottling company $5.92 $7.52 $7.66 $7.66 $7.61 $0.85 $4.10 $4.10
SM - Bakery $11.63 $11.57 $7.66 $10.70 $10.64 $1.19 $4.10 $4.10
SP - Meat packing $8.38 $9.85 $7.66 $10.70 $10.64 $1.19 $4.10 $4.10
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5.5.2  Residential Bill Impacts 
Exhibit 5.8 presents the residential customer monthly bill comparison for the six alternatives, 
assuming a customer with a 5/8” meter at various levels of winter-average consumption. The impacts 
are expressed in percentage terms.  

 
Exhibit 5.8: Residential Monthly Bill Impacts: Percentage Change 

 

 
 
In Exhibit 5.9, the impacts of the same monthly bills for the six alternatives are expressed in dollar 
terms.   
 

Class Current Calculated Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3 Alternative 4 Alternative 5 Alternative 6
R - Single-Family Residential 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 NA 1.00 1.00 NA
MF - Multi-Family Residential 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
C - Commercial 1.00 1.16 1.16 1.16 1.16 1.16 1.22 1.23
SA - Auto Body and Fender Repair 2.10 1.09 1.16 1.16 1.16 1.16 1.22 1.23
SB - Mortuary 1.09 1.09 1.16 1.16 1.16 1.16 1.22 1.23
SC - Laundromat 1.09 1.02 1.16 1.16 1.16 1.16 1.22 1.23
SD - Pet Clinic 1.20 1.13 1.16 1.16 1.16 1.16 1.22 1.23
SG - Car wash, self-service 1.19 1.00 1.16 1.16 1.16 1.16 1.22 1.23
SH - Car wash, full-service 1.23 1.00 1.16 1.16 1.16 1.16 1.22 1.23
SJ - Printing, copying 1.01 1.22 1.16 1.16 1.16 1.16 1.22 1.23
SK - Electric component manufacturer 1.14 1.22 1.16 1.16 1.16 1.16 1.22 1.23
SL - Industrial laundry 1.06 1.28 1.16 1.16 1.16 1.16 1.22 1.23
SO - Chemical, pharmaceutical 1.25 1.05 1.16 1.16 1.16 1.16 1.22 1.23
SF - Restaurant, fast food 2.32 1.50 2.30 1.45 1.45 1.45 1.22 1.23
SN - Miscellaneous food processor 2.33 1.39 2.30 1.45 1.45 1.45 1.22 1.23
SE - Restaurant, with seating 2.03 2.33 2.30 2.29 2.29 2.29 1.22 1.23
SI - Bottling company 1.68 2.25 2.30 2.29 2.29 2.29 1.22 1.23
SM - Bakery 3.63 3.46 2.30 3.20 3.20 3.20 1.22 1.23
SP - Meat packing 2.38 2.95 2.30 3.20 3.20 3.20 1.22 1.23

Volume 
(Ccf)

Current Bill Alternative 1 % Change Alternative 2 % Change Alternative 3 % Change Alternative 4 % Change Alternative 5 % Change Alternative 6 % Change 

0 $12.63 $14.16 12% $14.16 12% $35.28 179% $45.23 258% $14.16 12% $35.28 179%

1 $16.15 $17.49 8% $17.50 8% $35.28 118% $45.60 182% $17.51 8% $35.28 118%

2 $19.68 $20.82 6% $20.84 6% $35.28 79% $45.98 134% $20.86 6% $35.28 79%

3 $23.20 $24.15 4% $24.19 4% $35.28 52% $46.35 100% $24.21 4% $35.28 52%

4 $26.72 $27.48 3% $27.53 3% $35.28 32% $46.72 75% $27.56 3% $35.28 32%

5 $30.25 $30.81 2% $30.87 2% $35.28 17% $47.10 56% $30.91 2% $35.28 17%

6 $33.77 $34.14 1% $34.21 1% $35.28 4% $47.47 41% $34.27 1% $35.28 4%

7 $37.29 $37.47 0% $37.56 1% $35.28 -5% $47.84 28% $37.62 1% $35.28 -5%

8 $40.81 $40.80 0% $40.90 0% $35.28 -14% $48.21 18% $40.97 0% $35.28 -14%

9 $44.34 $44.13 0% $44.24 0% $35.28 -20% $48.59 10% $44.32 0% $35.28 -20%

10 $47.86 $47.46 -1% $47.59 -1% $35.28 -26% $48.96 2% $47.67 0% $35.28 -26%

15 $65.48 $64.12 -2% $64.30 -2% $35.28 -46% $50.82 -22% $64.42 -2% $35.28 -46%

20 $83.09 $80.77 -3% $81.01 -2% $35.28 -58% $52.68 -37% $81.18 -2% $35.28 -58%
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Exhibit 5.8=9: Residential Monthly Bill Impacts: Dollar Change 
 

 
 
5.5.3 Non-Residential Bill Impacts 
Exhibit 5.9=10 presents the non-residential customer monthly bill comparison for the six 
alternatives, assuming customer monthly bills at the average level of metered water consumption for 
the respective class of commercial customers. It should be noted that commercial and industrial 
customers exhibit wide ranges of monthly consumption. For example, there are many commercial 
customers with lower levels of consumption more commensurate with residential customers. The 
impacts are expressed in percentage terms.  

Exhibit 5.10: Commercial Monthly Bill Impacts: Percentage Change 
 

 
 
As one might expect when consolidating classes of commercial and industrial customers, the 
customer impacts vary widely relative to the residential analysis. In Exhibit 5.11, the impacts of the 
same monthly bills for the six alternatives are expressed in dollar terms.  
 

Volume 
(Ccf)

Current Bill Alternative 1 $ Change Alternative 2 $ Change Alternative 3 $ Change Alternative 4 $ Change Alternative 5 $ Change Alternative 6 $ Change 

0 $12.63 $14.16 1.53$     $14.16 1.53$     $35.28 22.65$   $45.23 32.60$   $14.16 1.53$        $35.28 22.65$     

1 $16.15 $17.49 1.33$     $17.50 1.35$     $35.28 19.13$   $45.60 29.45$   $17.51 1.36$        $35.28 19.13$     

2 $19.68 $20.82 1.14$     $20.84 1.17$     $35.28 15.60$   $45.98 26.30$   $20.86 1.19$        $35.28 15.60$     

3 $23.20 $24.15 0.95$     $24.19 0.99$     $35.28 12.08$   $46.35 23.15$   $24.21 1.01$        $35.28 12.08$     

4 $26.72 $27.48 0.76$     $27.53 0.81$     $35.28 8.56$     $46.72 20.00$   $27.56 0.84$        $35.28 8.56$        

5 $30.25 $30.81 0.57$     $30.87 0.63$     $35.28 5.04$     $47.10 16.86$   $30.91 0.67$        $35.28 5.04$        

6 $33.77 $34.14 0.37$     $34.21 0.45$     $35.28 1.51$     $47.47 13.70$   $34.27 0.50$        $35.28 1.51$        

7 $37.29 $37.47 0.18$     $37.56 0.27$     $35.28 (2.01)$    $47.84 10.55$   $37.62 0.33$        $35.28 (2.01)$      

8 $40.81 $40.80 (0.01)$    $40.90 0.09$     $35.28 (5.53)$    $48.21 7.40$     $40.97 0.15$        $35.28 (5.53)$      

9 $44.34 $44.13 (0.20)$    $44.24 (0.09)$    $35.28 (9.06)$    $48.59 4.25$     $44.32 (0.02)$      $35.28 (9.06)$      

10 $47.86 $47.46 (0.40)$    $47.59 (0.27)$    $35.28 (12.58)$ $48.96 1.10$     $47.67 (0.19)$      $35.28 (12.58)$    

15 $65.48 $64.12 (1.36)$    $64.30 (1.18)$    $35.28 (30.20)$ $50.82 (14.66)$ $64.42 (1.05)$      $35.28 (30.20)$    

20 $83.09 $80.77 (2.32)$    $81.01 (2.08)$    $35.28 (47.81)$ $52.68 (30.41)$ $81.18 (1.91)$      $35.28 (47.81)$    

Class
 Average 

Volume [Ccf]
Current Bill

A
l
t

Alternative 
1 

% Change
Alternative 

2 
% Change

Alternative 
3

% Change
Alternative 

4
% Change

Alternative 
5

% Change
Alternative 

6
% Change

Commercial
Commercial - regular 41.9 $160.10 $175.89 10% $176.55 10% $175.88 10% $63.25 -60% $185.60 16% $185.58 16%
Commercial HS/Industrial
SA - Auto Body and Fender Repair 11.6 $98.27 $58.88 -40% $59.06 -40% $58.92 -40% $50.25 -49% $61.57 -37% $61.55 -37%
SB - Mortuary 13.5 $64.54 $66.39 3% $66.60 3% $66.32 3% $51.08 -21% $69.52 8% $69.50 8%
SC - Laundromat 122.0 $481.11 $485.52 1% $487.44 1% $470.91 -2% $97.98 -80% $513.81 7% $513.79 7%
SD - Pet Clinic 14.5 $73.74 $70.00 -5% $70.23 -5% $69.93 -5% $51.48 -30% $73.36 -1% $73.34 -1%
SG - Car wash, self-service 98.0 $423.36 $392.69 -7% $394.23 -7% $392.31 -7% $87.60 -79% $415.41 -2% $415.39 -2%
SH - Car wash, full-service 157.4 $694.52 $622.15 -10% $624.63 -10% $621.56 -11% $113.28 -84% $658.65 -5% $658.63 -5%
SJ - Printing, copying 16.3 $70.58 $77.08 9% $77.34 10% $77.00 9% $52.27 -26% $80.86 15% $80.84 15%
SK - Electric component manufacturer 82.7 $344.89 $333.80 -3% $335.10 -3% $333.48 -3% $81.01 -77% $352.99 2% $352.97 2%
SL - Industrial laundry 398.3 $1,499.97 $1,553.00 4% $1,559.28 4% $1,537.37 2% $217.45 -86% $1,645.37 10% $1,645.35 10%
SO - Chemical, pharmaceutical 258.0 $1,148.73 $1,010.93 -12% $1,015.00 -12% $995.82 -13% $156.79 -86% $1,070.76 -7% $1,070.74 -7%
SF - Restaurant, fast food 28.9 $249.19 $235.88 -5% $154.51 -38% $139.50 -44% $60.88 -76% $132.70 -47% $132.68 -47%
SN - Miscellaneous food processor 23.2 $203.46 $192.25 -6% $126.89 -38% $126.19 -38% $57.80 -72% $109.37 -46% $109.35 -46%
SE - Restaurant, with seating 56.2 $414.45 $444.58 7% $444.46 7% $441.71 7% $93.19 -78% $244.27 -41% $244.25 -41%
SI - Bottling company 180.1 $1,078.40 $1,393.64 29% $1,393.24 29% $1,370.33 27% $198.95 -82% $751.66 -30% $751.64 -30%
SM - Bakery 9.3 $120.54 $85.26 -29% $113.49 -6% $112.90 -6% $56.30 -53% $52.18 -57% $52.16 -57%
SP - Meat packing 74.0 $632.71 $580.70 -8% $805.60 27% $801.50 27% $133.50 -79% $317.05 -50% $317.03 -50%
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Exhibit 5.11: Commercial Monthly Bill Impacts: Dollar Change 
 

 
 
5.6  EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES 
 
Alternative rate structures were developed to address the pricing objectives identified at the 
beginning of the Study. The first two alternatives provide improved revenue stability, are simple to 
understand and update, and consistent with cost of service principles. They also provide 
consideration for affordability as the impacts on residential customers are low. Alternative 3 
improves revenue stability significantly, is simple to understand and update and consistent with cost 
of service principles, but there are higher impacts on low-volume residential customers. Alternative 
4 provides the most revenue stability, but it is not consistent with cost of service principles as both 
commercial and industrial customers would be subsidized by residential customers. Alternative 5, 
which is similar to the first two alternatives, would further improve customer understanding related 
to implementation and ongoing oversight. Alternative 6, which is similar to Alternative 3, would also 
further improve customer understanding. 
 
As of the date of this report, PCRWRD has not yet taken any action regarding modifying the existing 
rate structure. 
 
5.7 BENCHMARKING 
 
Exhibit 5.12 shows how each of the developed alternatives compare to customer bills of other 
wastewater utilities. Current PCRWRD and Pre-ROMP calculated bills are shown in green. Each 
residential customer monthly bill was calculated at a usage of 7 Ccf and 5/8” meter.  
 
It is important to note that direct comparisons of rates are impossible to demonstrate because 
circumstances at utilities differ, sometimes widely, based on executive decisions, demographics, 
capital reinvestment, political climate and many other variables. Therefore, higher bills are not 
always a negative assessment of a system as they can demonstrate that a utility has utilized prudent 
management to invest in the system.  
 

Class
 Average 

Volume [Ccf]
Current Bill

A
l
t

Alternative 
1 

$ Change
Alternative 

2 
$ Change

Alternative 
3

$ Change
Alternative 

4
$ Change

Alternative 
5

$ Change
Alternative 

6
$ Change

Commercial
Commercial - regular 41.9 $160.10 $175.89 $15.79 $176.55 $16.45 $175.88 $15.78 $63.25 -$96.85 $185.60 $25.50 $185.58 $25.48
Commercial HS/Industrial
SA - Auto Body and Fender Repair 11.6 $98.27 $58.88 -$39.39 $59.06 -$39.21 $58.92 -$39.35 $50.25 -$48.02 $61.57 -$36.70 $61.55 -$36.72
SB - Mortuary 13.5 $64.54 $66.39 $1.85 $66.60 $2.06 $66.32 $1.78 $51.08 -$13.46 $69.52 $4.98 $69.50 $4.96
SC - Laundromat 122.0 $481.11 $485.52 $4.41 $487.44 $6.33 $470.91 -$10.20 $97.98 -$383.13 $513.81 $32.71 $513.79 $32.69
SD - Pet Clinic 14.5 $73.74 $70.00 -$3.73 $70.23 -$3.50 $69.93 -$3.81 $51.48 -$22.26 $73.36 -$0.38 $73.34 -$0.40
SG - Car wash, self-service 98.0 $423.36 $392.69 -$30.67 $394.23 -$29.13 $392.31 -$31.05 $87.60 -$335.76 $415.41 -$7.95 $415.39 -$7.97
SH - Car wash, full-service 157.4 $694.52 $622.15 -$72.37 $624.63 -$69.89 $621.56 -$72.96 $113.28 -$581.24 $658.65 -$35.87 $658.63 -$35.89
SJ - Printing, copying 16.3 $70.58 $77.08 $6.50 $77.34 $6.76 $77.00 $6.42 $52.27 -$18.31 $80.86 $10.28 $80.84 $10.26
SK - Electric component manufacturer 82.7 $344.89 $333.80 -$11.09 $335.10 -$9.79 $333.48 -$11.41 $81.01 -$263.88 $352.99 $8.10 $352.97 $8.08
SL - Industrial laundry 398.3 $1,499.97 $1,553.00 $53.03 $1,559.28 $59.31 $1,537.37 $37.40 $217.45 -$1,282.52 $1,645.37 $145.40 $1,645.35 $145.38
SO - Chemical, pharmaceutical 258.0 $1,148.73 $1,010.93 -$137.80 $1,015.00 -$133.73 $995.82 -$152.91 $156.79 -$991.94 $1,070.76 -$77.96 $1,070.74 -$77.98
SF - Restaurant, fast food 28.9 $249.19 $235.88 -$13.31 $154.51 -$94.68 $139.50 -$109.69 $60.88 -$188.31 $132.70 -$116.49 $132.68 -$116.51
SN - Miscellaneous food processor 23.2 $203.46 $192.25 -$11.21 $126.89 -$76.57 $126.19 -$77.27 $57.80 -$145.66 $109.37 -$94.09 $109.35 -$94.11
SE - Restaurant, with seating 56.2 $414.45 $444.58 $30.13 $444.46 $30.01 $441.71 $27.26 $93.19 -$321.26 $244.27 -$170.18 $244.25 -$170.20
SI - Bottling company 180.1 $1,078.40 $1,393.64 $315.24 $1,393.24 $314.84 $1,370.33 $291.93 $198.95 -$879.45 $751.66 -$326.74 $751.64 -$326.76
SM - Bakery 9.3 $120.54 $85.26 -$35.28 $113.49 -$7.05 $112.90 -$7.64 $56.30 -$64.24 $52.18 -$68.37 $52.16 -$68.39
SP - Meat packing 74.0 $632.71 $580.70 -$52.01 $805.60 $172.89 $801.50 $168.79 $133.50 -$499.21 $317.05 -$315.67 $317.03 -$315.69
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Additionally, recent survey data from the 2016 national Water and Wastewater Rate Survey suggests 
that the average rate increase for wastewater bills for participants from 2014 to 2016 was 
approximately 5.2% annually.  
 

Exhibit 5.12: Benchmarking Residential Monthly Bills (5/8” meter and 7 Ccf) 
 

 
 

5.8  AFFORDABILITY 
 
Affordability for low- or fixed income customers can be a concern for many wastewater utilities.  In 
an effort to help alleviate some of the impacts on low-income customers, PCRWRD has implemented 
an affordability program that provides discounts of 25%, 50%, and 75% of rates and charges based 
on the relative income of the customer to the federal poverty level.  It should be noted that all of the 
rate structure alternatives identified in this report could incorporate PCRWRD’s affordability 
program discounts.  
 
It is often assumed that low- or fixed income customers are low volume users.  However, when 
examining the billing data, this is often not the case.  Exhibit 5.13 shows the distribution of low 
income customers participating in the customer assistance program over various levels of winter-
period water consumption.  This data was provided by Tucson Water, for the Tucson Water 
overlapping service area only.  The table shows that nearly 50% of participants use 5 Ccf or higher 
per month, and the range of consumption is fairly similar to customers not participating in the 
customer assistance program.  This provides difficulty for utilities when structuring affordability 
programs as the range of potential impacts from changes to the rate structure will vary widely. 
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Exhibit 5.13: Customer Affordability Profile3 
 

 
 
 

It can also be helpful to understand more clearly how customers use water (and returned 
wastewater) across the service area. As part of this Study, RFC analyzed detailed billing information 
provided by Tucson Water, for the Tucson Water overlapping service area only, which includes the 
majority of PCRWRD’s customers, at an individual bill level. Individual bills were calculated for each 
customer and distributed by zip code. Average monthly consumption and annual bills were then 
calculated and compared to median household income (MHI) by zip code. The results of the analysis 
suggested that consumption in lower income zip codes across PCRWRD’s service area also served by 
Tucson Water is slightly less than the residential average of 7 Ccf. Additionally, the average bill in 
each zip code is not above 2.0% of the zip code MHI (except for a small number of zip codes in 
Alternative 4), which is a general threshold used in the industry as a measure of affordability. Exhibit 
5.14 presents the results of the detailed affordability analysis by zip code.  
  

                                                             
3 Estimated based on number of residential customers provided by Tucson Water as of 1/19/17 (for calendar 
year 2016). Based on winter quarter average rounded down to the nearest unit.  
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Exhibit 5.14: Affordability Zip Code Level Analysis 
 

 
 

(1) Alternatives 5 and 6 would have similar affordability results as alternatives 1 and 3, respectively, since the 
residential rate and service fee components for alternatives 5 and 6 were modeled similar to these two 
alternatives. 

 
5.9  RATE STRUCTURES TO PROMOTE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
 
At times, utilities may wish to consider approaches to encourage or promote economic development 
in their service area.  While opinions may differ on the role utilities play in attracting new customers, 
there are a few pricing considerations that will impact the customer.   
 
5.9.1 Fixed Charge 
Rate structures have two primary components: 1) the fixed charge and 2) the volumetric rate(s).  The 
fixed charge is assessed to the customer regardless of monthly demand.  One approach for utilities in 
assessing the fixed charge is to assess the same fixed charge to all customers of all classes regardless 
of meter size.  PCRWRD has a fixed charge called the service fee, which is implemented under this 
approach.  Similarly, Austin Water (TX) currently assess a uniform fixed fee to residential and 
commercial customers of $10.30, regardless of the customer’s meter size.  

Zip Code
Average 
Monthly 

Consumption

Median 
Household 

Income [MHI]

Current 
Annual 

Bill

Current % 
of MHI

Alternative 1
Alt 1 % 
of MHI

Alternative 2
Alt 2 % 
of MHI

Alternative 3
Alt 3 % 
of MHI

Alternative 4
Alt 4 % 
of MHI

85714 6.21 25,106$              414.02$  1.65% 418.02$         1.67% 419.03$          1.67% 423.36$          1.69% 570.53$          2.27%
85705 5.36 24,188$              378.05$  1.56% 384.02$         1.59% 384.89$          1.59% 423.36$          1.75% 566.72$          2.34%
85706 6.61 30,550$              431.16$  1.41% 434.23$         1.42% 435.31$          1.42% 423.36$          1.39% 572.34$          1.87%
85719 6.14 29,813$              411.11$  1.38% 415.27$         1.39% 416.27$          1.40% 423.36$          1.42% 570.22$          1.91%
85716 6.30 33,075$              418.08$  1.26% 421.87$         1.28% 422.89$          1.28% 423.36$          1.28% 570.96$          1.73%
85711 6.25 33,279$              415.98$  1.25% 419.88$         1.26% 420.90$          1.26% 423.36$          1.27% 570.74$          1.72%
85712 5.79 32,240$              396.42$  1.23% 401.39$         1.24% 402.33$          1.25% 423.36$          1.31% 568.67$          1.76%
85713 5.67 32,892$              391.41$  1.19% 396.64$         1.21% 397.57$          1.21% 423.36$          1.29% 568.14$          1.73%
85746 7.18 39,669$              454.92$  1.15% 456.70$         1.15% 457.87$          1.15% 423.36$          1.07% 574.86$          1.45%
85736 6.31 39,597$              418.45$  1.06% 422.22$         1.07% 423.25$          1.07% 423.36$          1.07% 571.00$          1.44%
85710 6.37 41,845$              420.94$  1.01% 424.57$         1.01% 425.60$          1.02% 423.36$          1.01% 571.26$          1.37%
85701 5.44 40,059$              381.53$  0.95% 387.31$         0.97% 388.20$          0.97% 423.36$          1.06% 567.09$          1.42%
85745 7.00 47,841$              447.42$  0.94% 449.60$         0.94% 450.74$          0.94% 423.36$          0.88% 574.06$          1.20%
85735 6.30 46,476$              417.90$  0.90% 421.69$         0.91% 422.72$          0.91% 423.36$          0.91% 570.94$          1.23%
85730 6.15 45,873$              411.35$  0.90% 415.50$         0.91% 416.51$          0.91% 423.36$          0.92% 570.25$          1.24%
85704 7.34 51,971$              461.68$  0.89% 463.09$         0.89% 464.28$          0.89% 423.36$          0.81% 575.57$          1.11%
85718 12.19 76,853$              667.10$  0.87% 657.29$         0.86% 659.28$          0.86% 423.36$          0.55% 597.31$          0.78%
85756 5.17 43,658$              370.14$  0.85% 376.54$         0.86% 377.38$          0.86% 423.36$          0.97% 565.89$          1.30%
85741 6.56 51,614$              428.87$  0.83% 432.06$         0.84% 433.13$          0.84% 423.36$          0.82% 572.10$          1.11%
85715 7.09 55,238$              451.10$  0.82% 453.08$         0.82% 454.23$          0.82% 423.36$          0.77% 574.45$          1.04%
85757 6.38 54,199$              421.26$  0.78% 424.87$         0.78% 425.91$          0.79% 423.36$          0.78% 571.30$          1.05%
85750 9.66 72,431$              560.15$  0.77% 556.18$         0.77% 557.75$          0.77% 423.36$          0.58% 585.99$          0.81%
85653 6.61 56,721$              431.16$  0.76% 434.23$         0.77% 435.31$          0.77% 423.36$          0.75% 572.34$          1.01%
85748 7.54 64,814$              470.41$  0.73% 471.34$         0.73% 472.57$          0.73% 423.36$          0.65% 576.50$          0.89%
85742 7.61 69,395$              473.43$  0.68% 474.19$         0.68% 475.43$          0.69% 423.36$          0.61% 576.82$          0.83%
85749 9.87 84,583$              568.92$  0.67% 564.47$         0.67% 566.08$          0.67% 423.36$          0.50% 586.92$          0.69%
85739 5.90 62,063$              401.17$  0.65% 405.88$         0.65% 406.84$          0.66% 423.36$          0.68% 569.17$          0.92%
85743 6.75 68,945$              436.85$  0.63% 439.61$         0.64% 440.71$          0.64% 423.36$          0.61% 572.95$          0.83%
85737 7.78 80,571$              480.52$  0.60% 480.90$         0.60% 482.17$          0.60% 423.36$          0.53% 577.57$          0.72%
85641 6.72 82,808$              435.72$  0.53% 438.54$         0.53% 439.63$          0.53% 423.36$          0.51% 572.83$          0.69%
85658 6.48 81,027$              425.54$  0.53% 428.92$         0.53% 429.97$          0.53% 423.36$          0.52% 571.75$          0.71%
85747 6.49 82,024$              425.91$  0.52% 429.27$         0.52% 430.33$          0.52% 423.36$          0.52% 571.79$          0.70%
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Another approach is to assess fixed charges that scale up, or increase, based on the size of the 
customer’s water meter. It is very common for water utilities to assess fixed charges in this way 
because there is a direct link between the size of the meter and the level of water consumption used 
by the customer.  Wastewater utilities including, for example, El Paso Water (TX) and the cities of 
Tempe (AZ) and Peoria (AZ), also structure their fixed charges in this manner.   
 
The approach to assessing all customers of all meter sizes the same fee, such as PCRWRD does, is 
actually advantageous for commercial and industrial customers.  This means that for commercial 
customers, a smaller portion of their monthly bill is fixed and results in more control for the 
customer.   
 
5.9.2 Volumetric Rates 
There are several approaches to setting volumetric rates.  The three most common in the industry 
are: 

• Uniform Rate – one rate is applied to all units of demand, such as Ccf.  PCRWRD implements 
this type of rate structure as does the cities of Peoria (AZ) and San Diego (CA). 

• Inclining Block Rate – a set of rates where the unit rate increases with higher levels of 
customer demand, meaning the more demand, the more the customer pays per unit. The city 
of Mesa (AZ) implements an inclining block rate structure for wastewater billing. 

• Declining Block Rate – a set of rates where the unit rate decreases with higher levels of 
customer demand, meaning the more demand, the less the customer pays per unit.  This rate 
structure is less common than the other two and appears to be slowly phasing out of use.  
Based on biennial results from the 2006 and 2016 editions of the national Water and 
Wastewater Rate Survey, declining block rate structures were used by 10% of participants in 
2006 and decreased to only 6% in use by 2016. 

High volume commercial and industrial customers would favor uniform or declining block rate 
structures because their monthly bills would be considerably more dependent on the level of 
demand, whereas low volume commercial customers would prefer uniform or inclining block rate 
structures because their unit rate would likely be less than under a declining block rate structure.   
 
As illustrated, it is important to note that when considering volumetric rate structures, the objectives 
of economic development are often competing for different types of commercial customers, most 
notably, low volume and high volume customers.   
 
5.9.3 Contract Rates 
Another consideration for a utility to promote economic development is the determination of 
agreeing to a contract rate for a particular customer, typically a large volume customer.  This may 
hinder the utility when increasing the rates in the future to account for increased revenue 
requirements, but it also shows the industrial customer that the utility is willing to work to keep costs 
low and commit to a long-term service agreement. This type of policy-based decision is often used in 
the industry for very large customers.  
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5.9.4 Developer Agreements 
 
Many utilities in Arizona utilize developer agreements to address issues surrounding economic 
development. For example, a municipality may establish a Community Facilities District (CFD) which 
effectively draws a boundary around a specific development. Typically, CFD’s have separate utility 
systems that can be financed through the issuance of debt, with repayment coming from a specific 
property tax or assessment to customers within the CFD.  This type of approach may prove beneficial 
if a development will cause a utility to incur additional, unplanned capital costs, as it can serve as a 
mechanism to recover these costs from certain customers rather than recovering from the utility rate 
base.  
 
Municipalities may also waive a connection fee for a specific development to attract a large customer. 
However, by waiving the connection fee a customer will not pay the Enterprise Fund upfront for its 
share of core system capacity necessary to provide utility services. As such, Arizona law requires the 
municipality to make up the difference by contributing monies from the General Fund. The City of 
Avondale (AZ) utilizes this type of program for its impact fees.  
 
Developer agreements can also be used to stipulate each party’s obligations as it relates to the 
payment and upkeep of capital assets and operating expenses. The overall intent of these types of 
developer agreements are to ensure extra capacity and other capital costs related to serving a specific 
customer are identified, and it is clear who is responsible for financing these assets. For example, 
Chandler (AZ) has used various developer agreements with a large industry that have been updated 
as the industry expanded its facility over the years. In general, the industry has paid for a large 
majority of capital costs built specifically for them, and these assets are then donated to the City.  
When infrastructure is constructed that benefits both the City and the industrial customer, allocation 
percentages are used to distribute costs between the industrial customer and the rate base. Claw-
back provisions may also be used in development agreements to mitigate risks associated with 
stranded capital. If a developer fails to meet certain criteria, the agreement may stipulate 
consequences including, for example, the repayment of capital investments. Surprise (AZ) has used a 
similar approach which can help address concerns related to financing unplanned capital 
expenditures. 
 
The amount of flexibility and incentives used by utilities to promote economic development typically 
depends on the goals and objectives of the governmental entity and other structure issues, 
particularly the amount of leverage a potential customer may have. If a large customer has options 
on where to locate, the governmental entity may be more inclined to provide numerous incentives to 
attract the customer, such as absorbing incremental utility capital costs, as it is perceived the long-
term benefits are greater than the short-term costs. Conversely, if a potential customer’s options are 
more limited, the governmental entity may be less inclined to provide incentives. For example, DC 
Water, which has a largely built-out retail service area, requires all new developments to finance any 
necessary infrastructure improvements needed to provide adequate service.   
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6. CONNECTION FEE UPDATE 
 

6.1  BACKGROUND 
 
In addition to the cost of service and rate design for retail customers, the Study included the update 
of PCRWRD’s connection fees based on current data. Connection fees are a capacity use charge 
designed to reflect PCRWRD’s cost of providing wastewater treatment and conveyance capacity, and 
are assessed upfront to customers when they connect to the system or increase water meter size. The 
fees are based on the user’s potential, rather than actual, discharge rate to ensure sufficient capacity 
exists in the system to convey and treat the wastewater.  
 
6.2  OVERVIEW OF METHODOLOGY 
 
PCRWRD’s connection fees are calculated using a hybrid approach based on a combination of the 
industry accepted methodologies including the system buy-in and the marginal incremental 
approaches.  

• The buy-in approach incorporates existing assets and available capacity.  
• The marginal incremental approach incorporates expansion of the system and is tied to the 

utility’s Capital Improvement Plan (CIP).  
 
The hybrid approach, which supports PCRWRD’s connection fee, is called the System Average Cost 
Approach (see Exhibit 6.1).  
 

Exhibit 6.1: System Average Cost Approach 

 
PCRWRD’s connection fees reflect only the cost of capacity associated with core, or “trunk”, system 
capacity that is available to serve new customers. 
 
6.3  ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY 
 
PCRWRD assesses connection fees based on the size of the connecting customer’s water meter. Using 
the customer’s water meter size as a basis of assessment is a straightforward approach for both the 
customer and for PCRWRD staff. Assessing connection fees based on the water meter size is a popular 
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method for several reasons, including the lack of complexity, which provides ease of implementation 
and administration, simplicity, minimum data requirements, and customer acceptance.  
 
Meter size is also a readily identifiable detail, which creates consistency and limits upfront fee 
controversies or disputes. This structure encourages customers to use the proper meter size in 
development, thus providing a reasonable basis for a utility to determine the potential demand that 
new customer connections will place on the system. It is also prevalently used in the industry that 
indicates widespread understanding and acceptance.   
 
6.4  DETERMINATION OF COSTS 
 
To determine the costs associated with core, or “trunk”, system capacity that is available to new 
customers, costs such as capital improvement projects, assets already in service and reserves need 
to be analyzed. To understand the appropriate level of these costs allocable to new customers, the 
set of allocation factors used for this determination must be considered 
 
6.4.1 Cost Allocation Factors  
Total costs associated with the core system capacity are readily available but determining the 
appropriate level to charge new customers requires an analysis of the wastewater system.  
 
The first allocation factor is based on system capacity.  PCRWRD’s current treatment capacity of the 
two primary Water Reclamation Facilities (WRF) of Tres Rios and Agua Nueva is approximately 82 
million gallons per day (MGD) combined. Another 9.55 MGD of capacity from outlying facilities 
results in a total system treatment capacity of 91.55 (MGD). Of this amount, PCRWRD experienced 
annual wastewater plant flows of 59.48 MGD in 2016, resulting in available treatment capacity for 
new connections of 32.07 MGD, or 35.0% of the system. 
 
The second allocation factor is based on the collection and conveyance infrastructure.  PCRWRD has 
approximately 18.4 million feet of pipe of various sizes within its system. An updated review of 
PCRWRD’s piping infrastructure determined that 62.4% is associated with the wastewater collection 
system and 37.6% is associated with the wastewater conveyance system. Therefore, since 37.6% of 
the infrastructure is conveyance, or core system capacity, 37.6% of related infrastructure costs would 
be eligible for incorporation into the Connection Fee analysis. 
 
6.4.2 Costs for Connection Fee Calculation  
Once the cost allocation factors have been established, the cost pools can be identified and the 
appropriate level available for new capacity can be determined. There are three primary costs 
included in the Connection Fee calculation: 

• Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) – PCRWRD has approximately $300 million in their 5-year 
CIP. After an evaluation of the purpose for the projects in the CIP and incorporation of the 
above allocation factors, $120.5 million of the $300 million in CIP projects is allocated for 
expansion or available capacity.  
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• Fixed Assets in Service – PCRWRD’s updated fixed assets were functionalized to identify the 
purpose and related cost. Based on core system assets, such as wastewater conveyance and 
wastewater treatment, $356.4 million (replacement cost new less depreciation values) of 
assets are associated with capacity available to serve new customers.  

• Reserves – PCRWRD’s unrestricted cash and cash equivalents for FY 2016 was $143.3 
million. Of this amount, $50.1 million, or 35.0% (related to available treatment capacity), is 
identified as a core asset and included in the connection fee calculation.  

 
6.4.3 Cost per Gallon per Day Calculation  
The CIP and fixed asset costs above were considered based on their function, such as land, 
wastewater conveyance and wastewater treatment. Reserves were included for a total cost pool of 
$527.1 million, as shown in Exhibit 6.2.  
 

Exhibit 6.2: Cost of Capacity 

 
The cost of capacity is then converted to a cost per gallon per day (gpd) by applying the available 
capacity in the system for new customers. The results of the updated calculation of PCRWRD’s cost 
of capacity is $16.44 per gallon per day (gpd), shown in Exhibit 6.3.  
 

Capital Costs (1)

 Cost of Capacity Per Gallon Per Day (gpd)

Land 5,294,381$           
Conveyance and Pumping 219,720,487         
Wastewater Treatment 251,910,106         
Reserves (3) 50,143,104           

Cost of Capacity (per gpd) (4) 527,068,078$       

Notes:
(1) Represents the portion of system capital costs available to serve new customers.
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Exhibit 6.3: Cost of Capacity per GPD 

 
6.5  CALCULATION METHODOLOGY 
 
The typical procedure for a utility developing a connection fee by meter size begins with the 
calculation of a charge for the smallest connection, usually a residential or commercial connection of 
5/8-inch or 3/4-inch meter. The charge will be the product of a derived cost of capacity, expressed 
in gallons per day (gpd), multiplied by a specific level of anticipated flow from a residential customer 
and peak day, or weather-related, flow. For wastewater customers, this anticipated flow should, at a 
minimum, include a component based on daily indoor water usage, but can also include an 
adjustment for peak flows and/or to reflect system inflow and infiltration. The anticipated flow will 
represent a projected capacity need for customers connecting to the system with the smallest meter 
size. Using the residential charge as the basis for calculation, the upfront fees for larger meter sizes 
will be computed from a scale of factors related to either the capacity capability or the average 
customer demand of the respective meter relative to the average demand of 5/8-inch customers.  
 
6.5.1 Fee for 5/8-inch Meters 
The connection fee for 5/8-inch meters is calculated by multiplying the cost per gallon per day by the 
gallons per day demand for customers within the meter class including peak day demand. The 
residential customer demand component for a 5/8-inch meter is calculated using the anticipated 
demand per capita of 80 gpd multiplied by the estimated 2.7 people per household, which equals 
216.0 gpd, shown. The 80 gpd per capita is a standard planning number for sewer systems identified 
by the Arizona Department of Environmental Quality. Additional peak day flow, which recognizes 
that the utility must also size its system to accommodate demand from system inflow and infiltration 
(I&I), is incorporated using a 17.5% factor above that of the residential demand. This results in a total 
demand component of 253.8 gpd.  
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Using $16.44 per gpd and an estimated design flow per customer per day of 253.8 gpd, which is 
consistent with PCRWRD’s most recent connection fee calculation, the revised connection fee is 
$4,172 for a residential customer; this is a 2.6% increase above the existing connection fee, shown in 
Exhibit 6.4. 
 

Exhibit 6.4: Connection Fee Calculation 
 

 
 
6.5.2 Fees for Commercial, Industrial, and Multi-Family (1-inch to 4-inch Meters) 
Connection fees for larger meters scale up based on what the meter is capable of flowing on a daily 
basis. As a result, the fees for meter sizes from 1-inch up to 4-inch are based on a set of escalation 
factors, or meter ratios. The meter ratios used in this update are the same as PCRWRD’s most recent 
connection fee calculation, which was based on an analysis of average water consumption by meter 
size. For this update, the current fees for the larger meters were increased by 2.6%, consistent with 
the change in fee of the residential customer. The revised fees for meters up to 4” are presented in 
Exhibit 6.5. 
 

Exhibit 6.5: Calculated Connections Fees by Meter Size 
 

 
 
6.5.3 Fees for Meters above 4-inch 
Customers requiring a meter size larger than four inches are assessed a connection fee based on 
estimated usage. The usage will be estimated by the customer and will include detailed supporting 
data. The estimate will be approved by PCRWRD and multiplied by the cost of capacity ($16.44) to 
derive the fee.  
 

Current Calculated % Change

Total Household Demand 253.8 gpd 253.8 gpd

Cost per gpd $16.02 $16.44

Connection Fee (5/8" or 3/4") $4,066 $4,172 2.6%

Meter Size Current Calculated % Change
Residential

5/8", 3/4", or 1" $4,066 $4,172 2.6%

Commercial/Industrial/Multi-Family
1" $8,480 $8,700 2.6%

1 1/2" $27,030 $27,733 2.6%
2" $69,790 $71,605 2.6%
3" $162,510 $166,735 2.6%
4" $363,690 $373,146 2.6%
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6.6  UTILITY CONNECTION FEE REIMBURSEMETS OR CREDITS  
 
Connection fees are most often assessed to the developer who is constructing the home, community 
of homes, or business. These costs are later passed on to the home buyer or business owner through 
the sale of property. In some situations, developers may construct and contribute infrastructure 
above the standard infrastructure required to serve the connecting customers. In these situations, 
utilities may provide reimbursements or credits in the upfront fee process to reflect the enhanced 
infrastructure. For example, in the case of oversizing conveyance infrastructure, the utility 
determines that the upgraded infrastructure is part of the overall strategic master plan for the utility 
service area. Rather than the utility making the investment, the developer has already done so and 
thus the utility provides a reimbursement, credit, or discount on the upfront fees for this 
contribution.  
 
Not all utilities do this, such as the city of Tempe, but several of PCRWRD’s peers have put this into 
practice either formally or with policy driven reimbursements or credits. For example, the city of 
Peoria has a repayment, or reimbursement, process which is paid for by others connecting to the 
infrastructure in the future. El Paso Water has a standing refund in place for the developer oversizing 
mains larger than 8”. Other peers have implemented a more informal process. For example, the cities 
of Phoenix and San Diego have no formal policy and assesses each application on a case by case basis.  
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7. APPENDICES 

 
  

Exhibit 7.1: Plant O
&

M
 to Treatm

ent Process Allocations (%
) 

Budget Category
2017

Prelim
. 

Treatm
ent

Prim
ary 

Treatm
ent

Aeration
N

utrient 
Rem

oval
Secondary 
Treatm

ent
Disinfection

Sludge 
Thickening

Sludge 
Digestion

Sludge 
Dew

atering
Disposal

Lab
General 

Plant
Adm

in 
O

verhead

Personnel Services
100%

10%
5%

8%
3%

4%
7%

7%
6%

6%
7%

2%
29%

6%

Chem
icals

100%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

39%
2%

23%
6%

0%
0%

30%
0%

Energy
100%

12%
3%

39%
13%

4%
1%

3%
1%

7%
2%

1%
16%

1%

W
aste Recycling

100%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

100%
0%

0%
0%

Repair and M
aintenance

100%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

99%
1%

M
otor Pool Charges

100%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

98%
2%

O
verhead

100%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

64%
36%

O
ther Professional Services

100%
5%

5%
19%

5%
5%

19%
10%

0%
0%

14%
6%

9%
4%

Capital Equipm
ent

100%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

96%
4%
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Exhibit 7.2: Plant  O
&

M
 to Treatm

ent Process Allocations ($) 
 

Budget Category
2017

Prelim
. 

Treatm
ent

Prim
ary 

Treatm
ent

Aeration
N

utrient 
Rem

oval
Secondary 
Treatm

ent
Disinfection

Sludge 
Thickening

Sludge 
Digestion

Sludge 
Dew

atering
Disposal

Lab
General Plant

Adm
in 

O
verhead

Personnel Services
12,319,083

$   
1,227,966

$   
566,289

$    
968,744

$     
338,445

$       
501,941

$        
875,120

$     
855,128

$     
755,917

$      
755,917

$     
918,381

$     
246,058

$  
3,623,383

$     
685,795

$      

Chem
icals

2,537,328
0

0
0

0
0

988,405
47,300

584,637
146,159

0
908

769,918
0

Energy
5,279,908

624,500
136,500

2,047,500
682,500

198,500
78,500

140,500
29,000

348,000
111,500

29,000
819,408

34,500

W
aste Recycling

1,630,800
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

1,626,800
0

4,000
0

Repair and M
aintenance

4,260,106
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

4,222,856
37,250

M
otor Pool Charges

936,692
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

919,477
17,215

O
verhead

2,470,188
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

5,000
0

1,569,621
895,567

O
ther Professional Services

4,660,808
223,140

223,140
892,562

223,140
223,140

892,562
446,281

0
0

669,421
267,768

401,653
198,000

Capital Equipm
ent

1,084,400
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

1,036,400
48,000

Total (less Contra &
 Deprec

35,179,313
$   

2,075,607
$   

925,929
$    

3,908,805
$  

1,244,085
$    

923,582
$        

2,834,586
$  

1,489,209
$  

1,369,554
$   

1,250,077
$  

3,331,102
$  

543,734
$  

13,366,716
$   

1,916,327
$  
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Exhibit 7.3: Treatment Process to Volume and Strength Components (%) 
 

 

Exhibit 7.4: Treatment Process to Volume and Strength Components ($) 
 

 

 

 

  

Process Total Volume TSS COD TN
Prelim. Treatment 100% 50% 50% 0% 0%
Primary Treatment 100% 50% 50% 0% 0%
Aeration 100% 0% 0% 100% 0%
Nutrient Removal 100% 0% 0% 0% 100%
Secondary Treatment 100% 0% 0% 100% 0%
Disinfection 100% 100% 0% 0% 0%
Sludge Thickening 100% 0% 45% 45% 10%
Sludge Digestion 100% 0% 45% 45% 10%
Sludge Dewatering 100% 0% 45% 45% 10%
Disposal 100% 0% 45% 45% 10%
Lab 100% 0% 34% 33% 33%
General Plant 100% 22% 25% 42% 11%
Admin Overhead 100% 22% 25% 42% 11%

Process 2017 Volume TSS COD TN
Prelim. Treatment 2,075,607$     1,037,803$  1,037,803$  -$                    -$                  
Primary Treatment 925,929          462,965        462,965       -                      -                    
Aeration 3,908,805       -                     -                    3,908,805      -                    
Nutrient Removal 1,244,085       -                     -                    -                      1,244,085    
Secondary Treatment 923,582          -                     -                    923,582         -                    
Disinfection 2,834,586       2,834,586    -                    -                      -                    
Sludge Thickening 1,489,209       -                     670,144       670,144         148,921       
Sludge Digestion 1,369,554       -                     616,299       616,299         136,955       
Sludge Dewatering 1,250,077       -                     562,534       562,534         125,008       
Disposal 3,331,102       -                     1,498,996    1,498,996      333,110       
Lab 543,734          -                     184,870       179,432         179,432       
General Plant 13,366,716     2,912,579    3,381,682    5,616,278      1,456,178    
Admin Overhead 1,916,327       417,564        484,817       805,181         208,766       
Total 35,179,313$  7,665,497$  8,900,110$  14,781,252$ 3,832,455$  

100% 22% 25% 42% 11%
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Exhibit 7.5: Allocation of Functional O&M Costs to Drivers 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Fixed Drivers
Function FY 2017 Volume TSS COD TN Account

Collection 9,997,502$               100% 0% 0% 0% 0%1
Subtotal: Collection 9,997,502$               9,997,502$        -$                        -$                        -$                       -$                           

Conveyance 6,024,744$               100% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Subtotal: Conveyance 6,024,744$               6,024,744$        -$                   -$                   -$                  -$                      
Treatment

Prelim. Treatment 2,075,607$               50% 50% 0% 0% 0%
Primary Treatment 925,929$                   50% 50% 0% 0% 0%
Aeration 3,908,805$               0% 0% 100% 0% 0%
Nutrient Removal 1,244,085$               0% 0% 0% 100% 0%
Secondary Treatment 923,582$                   0% 0% 100% 0% 0%
Disinfection 2,834,586$               100% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Sludge Thickening 1,489,209$               0% 45% 45% 10% 0%
Sludge Digestion 1,369,554$               0% 45% 45% 10% 0%
Sludge Dewatering 1,250,077$               0% 45% 45% 10% 0%
Disposal 3,331,102$               0% 45% 45% 10% 0%
Lab 543,734$                   0% 34% 33% 33% 0%
General Plant 13,366,716$             22% 25% 42% 11% 0%
Admin Overhead 1,916,327$               22% 25% 42% 11% 0%

Subtotal: Treatment 35,179,313$             7,665,497$        8,900,110$      14,781,252$    3,832,455$      -$                      
Laboratory 7,436,922$               0% 34% 33% 33% 0%

Subtotal: Laboratory 7,436,922$               -$                    2,528,553$      2,454,184$      2,454,184$      -$                      
Meter -$                                0% 0% 0% 0% 0%1

Subtotal: Meter -$                            -$                    -$                   -$                   -$                  -$                      
Customer 6,860,557$               0% 0% 0% 0% 100%1

Subtotal: Customer 6,860,557$               -$                    -$                   -$                   -$                  6,860,557$         
General & Admin 19,064,769$             36% 17% 26% 10% 10%1

Subtotal: General & Admin 19,064,769$             6,894,778$        3,326,535$      5,016,709$      1,829,849$      1,996,899$         

Total:  Functional Charges 84,563,807$             30,582,521$     14,755,198$    22,252,145$    8,116,488$      8,857,456$         
36% 17% 26% 10% 10%

Flow Drivers
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Exhibit 7.6: Allocation of O&M Costs to Functions 
 
 
  

Proportional

Operating Expenses FY 2017 Collection Conveyance Treatment Lab Customer General & Admin

Planning
Personnel Expenses 5,085,574$      0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100%
Supplies and Services 603,364$         0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100%
Capital Equipment Purhases > $5000 -$                       0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100%

1.
Subtotal: Planning 5,688,938$      -$                     -$                   -$                     -$                   -$                                  5,688,938$             

Conveyance 16,022,246$   9,997,502$    6,024,744$  -$                     -$                   -$                                  -$                              

Treatment
Personnel Services 12,319,083$   0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0%
Chemicals 2,537,328 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0%
Energy 5,279,908 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0%
Waste Recycling 1,630,800 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0%
Repair and Maintenance 4,260,106 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0%
Motor Pool Charges 936,692 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0%
Overhead 2,470,188 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0%
Other Professional Services 4,660,808 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0%
Capital Equipment 1,084,400 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0%

1
Subtotal: Treatment 35,179,313$   -$                     -$                   35,179,313$ -$                   -$                                  -$                              

Admin
Personnel Expenses 3,064,995$      0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100%
Supplies and Services 17,151,393$   0% 0% 0% 0% 40% 60%
Capital Equipment Purhases > $5000 20,000$            0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100%

1
Subtotal: Admin *(Less Laboratory) 20,236,388$   -$                     -$                   -$                     -$                   6,860,557$                13,375,831$           

Laboratory
Personnel Expenses 5,231,705$      0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 0%
Supplies and Services 1,982,969$      0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 0%
Capital Equipment Purhases > $5000 222,248$         0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 0%

1
Subtotal: Laboratory 7,436,922$      -$                     -$                   -$                     7,436,922$ -$                                  -$                              

Total: Operating Expenses 84,563,807$   9,997,502$    6,024,744$  35,179,313$ 7,436,922$ 6,860,557$                19,064,769$           
12% 7% 42% 9% 8% 23%

Fixed FunctionsFlow Functions
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Exhibit 7.7: Allocation of Fixed Asset Costs to Functions (%) 
 

 
 

Exhibit 7.8: Allocation of Fixed Asset Costs to Functions ($) 

 
 

Exhibit 7.9: Allocation of Fixed Assets to Cost Drivers (%) 
 

 

 

  

Sewer System Assets Net Book Value Collection Conveyance Treatment Lab Customer General & Admin

Building 542,760,174$        0% 0% 90% 0% 0% 10%
Equipment and Machinery 76,049,758$           25% 25% 25% 0% 0% 25%
Intangible Equipment and Software 12,178,335$           0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100%
Land 9,864,406$             0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0%
Other Improvements 37,894,585$           0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100%
Rights of Way and Easements 2,366,925$             62% 38% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Sewage Conveyance Systems 470,570,997$        62% 38% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Vehicles 1,522,984$             0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100%

Total: Sewer System Assets 1,153,208,165$     314,114,503$  196,848,298$  517,361,003$  -$            -$                 124,884,361$         
27% 17% 45% 0% 0% 11%

Sewer Asset Net Book Value Net Book Value Volume TSS COD TN Account

Collection 314,114,503$     100% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Conveyance 196,848,298$     100% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Treatment 517,361,003$     18% 27% 40% 15% 0%
Lab -$                           0% 34% 33% 33% 0%
Meter -$                           0% 0% 0% 0% 100%
Customer -$                           0% 0% 0% 0% 100%
General & Admin 124,884,361$     59% 13% 20% 7% 0%

Total: Sewer Functional Categories 1,153,208,165$  677,377,106$     155,593,648$  234,648,997$  85,588,413$    -$                       
59% 13% 20% 7% 0%
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Exhibit 7.10: Allocation of Fixed Assets to Cost Drivers ($) 
 

 
 
 
 

Exhibit 7.11: Cost of Service Unit Cost Breakdown 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Unit Costs FY 2017 Volume TSS COD TN Account

Operating Expenses 82,752,953$            29,927,625$       14,439,229$    21,775,636$      7,942,681$       8,667,782$       
% Allocation 36% 17% 26% 10% 10%

Cost per unit 0.93$                    0.34$                 0.18$                   0.73$                  2.69$                 

Capital Costs 75,731,646$            22,750,385$       5,225,768$       7,880,921$        2,874,572$       37,000,000$    
% Allocation 30% 7% 10% 4% 49%
Cost per unit 0.70$                    0.12$                 0.07$                   0.27$                  11.47$               

1.63$                    0.46$                 0.25$                   1.00$                  14.16$               

Total 158,484,599$          52,678,010$       19,664,997$    29,656,557$      10,817,253$     45,667,782$    

Fixed Drivers
Sewer Asset Net Book Value Net Book Value Volume TSS COD TN Account

Collection 314,114,503$     314,114,503$     -$                   -$                   -$                   -$                  
Conveyance 196,848,298        196,848,298       -                          -                          -                          -                         
Treatment 517,361,003        93,059,113         138,743,946    209,238,156    76,319,788      -                         
Lab -                              -                             -                          -                          -                          -                         
Meter -                              -                             -                          -                          -                          -                         
Customer -                              -                             -                          -                          -                          -                         
General & Admin 124,884,361        73,355,193         16,849,701      25,410,842      9,268,625         -                         
Total 1,153,208,165$  677,377,106$     155,593,648$  234,648,997$  85,588,413$    -$                       

59% 13% 20% 7% 0%

Flow Drivers
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Exhibit 7.12: Cost of Service Summary 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Class Volume TSS COD TN Account Total

Residential
R - Residential 30,197,011$       9,397,299$       16,180,691$      5,741,171$       41,930,671$    103,446,841$     
MF - Multi-family 10,271,012 3,196,335 5,503,593 1,952,764 728,565 21,652,269$        
RA - SOS 75% 353,400 109,978 189,365 67,190 12,444 732,377$              
RB - SOS 50% 95,567 29,740 51,208 18,170 5,097 199,782$              
RC - SOS 25% 54,953 17,101 29,446 10,448 3,058 115,006$              
SV - Duplex/Triplex 0 0 0 0 0 -$                           
R2 - Vacant Home 62,894 19,573 33,701 11,958 45,699 173,825$              
Commercial
Commercial - regular 10,106,325 5,579,416 5,510,521 2,783,594 2,644,257 26,624,113$        
Commercial - large meter 2,821 1,557 1,538 777 2,039 8,731$                  
Industrial
SA - Auto Body and Fender Repair 25,746 6,699 18,305 6,333 19,296 76,380$                
SB - Mortuary 4,897 999 3,985 1,040 3,143 14,063$                
SC - Laundromat 120,044 27,016 92,586 10,838 8,537 259,021$              
SD - Pet Clinic 20,945 8,654 13,314 5,432 12,571 60,917$                
SE - Restaurant, with seating 608,426 984,151 1,210,677 83,557 93,946 2,980,758$          
SF - Restaurant, fast food 258,016 102,977 381,962 48,265 77,340 868,561$              
SG - Car wash, self-service 108,393 15,856 56,040 1,824 9,598 191,712$              
SH - Car wash, full-service 120,691 51,776 56,942 3,232 6,654 239,294$              
SI - Bottling company 46,134 3,755 159,573 2,294 2,223 213,979$              
SJ - Printing, copying 13,846 4,504 15,751 1,298 7,376 42,775$                
SK - Electric component manufacturer 72,496 56,593 32,497 18,470 7,602 187,658$              
SL - Industrial laundry 59,794 25,441 45,835 25,253 1,302 157,625$              
SM - Bakery 2,954 1,293 16,375 250 2,761 23,632$                
SN - Miscellaneous food processor 7,056 1,973 9,648 1,371 2,633 22,681$                
SO - Chemical, pharmaceutical 53,466 18,424 22,708 19,880 1,798 116,276$              
SP - Meat packing 5,189 3,887 20,295 1,846 609 31,826$                
Builder/Contractor 5,934 0 0 0 38,564 44,498$                

Total: Cost of Service 52,678,010$       19,664,997$    29,656,557$      10,817,253$     45,667,782$    158,484,599$     
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Exhibit 7.13:  Billable U
nits  By Custom

er Class 

Annual Billed
I/I

I/I
Capacity

Class
I/I

Class
I/I

Total
Class

I/I
Class

I/I
Total

Class
I/I

Class
I/I

Total
Equivalent 

Volum
e

%
Volum

e
Requirem

ent
Strength

Strength
CO

D
CO

D
CO

D
Strength

Strength
TSS

TSS
TSS

Strength
Strength

TN
TN

TN
Bills

Bills
U

nits
(CCF)

(CCF)
(CCF)

(m
g/L)

(m
g/L)

(Lbs.)
(Lbs.)

(Lbs.)
(m

g/L)
(m

g/L)
(Lbs.)

(Lbs.)
(Lbs.)

(m
g/L)

(m
g/L)

(Lbs.)
(Lbs.)

(Lbs.)
(SO

S Bills)

Residential
R - Residential

18,504,916
       

0.0%
-

         
18,504,916

       
569

             
-

            
65,727,691

        
-

                      
65,727,691

      
177

                
-

            
20,446,048

          
-

               
20,446,048

        
49.7

                
-

              
5,741,065

    
-

              
5,741,065

   
2,961,819

         
2,961,819

         
M

F - M
ulti-fam

ily
6,294,140

         
0.0%

-
         

6,294,140
         

569
             

-
            

22,356,183
        

-
                      

22,356,183
      

177
                

-
            

6,954,384
            

-
               

6,954,384
           

49.7
                

-
              

1,952,728
    

-
              

1,952,728
   

51,463
               

51,463
               

RA - SO
S 75%

216,566
             

0.0%
-

         
216,566

             
569

             
-

            
769,221

              
-

                      
769,221

            
177

                
-

            
239,283

                
-

               
239,283

              
49.7

                
-

              
67,189

          
-

              
67,189

         
3,516

                  
879

                     
RB - SO

S 50%
58,564

               
0.0%

-
         

58,564
               

569
             

-
            

208,014
              

-
                      

208,014
            

177
                

-
            

64,707
                  

-
               

64,707
                 

49.7
                

-
              

18,169
          

-
              

18,169
         

720
                     

360
                     

RC - SO
S 25%

33,676
               

0.0%
-

         
33,676

               
569

             
-

            
119,613

              
-

                      
119,613

            
177

                
-

            
37,208

                  
-

               
37,208

                 
49.7

                
-

              
10,448

          
-

              
10,448

         
288

                     
216

                     
SV - Duplex/Triplex

-
                      

0.0%
-

         
-

                      
569

             
-

            
-

                       
-

                      
-

                     
177

                
-

            
-

                         
-

               
-

                       
49.7

                
-

              
-

                 
-

              
-

                
-

                      
-

                      
R2 - Vacant Hom

e
38,542

               
0.0%

-
         

38,542
               

569
             

-
            

136,897
              

-
                      

136,897
            

177
                

-
            

42,585
                  

-
               

42,585
                 

49.7
                

-
              

11,957
          

-
              

11,957
         

3,228
                  

3,228
                  

Com
m

ercial
Com

m
ercial - regular

6,193,219
         

0.0%
-

         
6,193,219

         
579

             
-

            
22,384,324

        
-

                      
22,384,324

      
314

                
-

            
12,139,340

          
-

               
12,139,340

        
72.0

                
-

              
2,783,543

    
-

              
2,783,543

   
186,780

             
186,780

             
Com

m
ercial - large m

eter
1,728

                  
0.0%

-
         

1,728
                  

579
             

-
            

6,247
                   

-
                      

6,247
                

314
                

-
            

3,388
                    

-
               

3,388
                   

72.0
                

-
              

777
                

-
              

777
               

144
                     

144
                     

Industrial
-

                      
SA - Auto Body and Fender Repair

15,777
               

0.0%
-

         
15,777

               
755

             
-

            
74,359

                 
-

                      
74,359

              
148

                
-

            
14,576

                  
-

               
14,576

                 
64.3

                
-

              
6,333

             
-

              
6,333

            
1,363

                  
1,363

                  
SB - M

ortuary
3,001

                  
0.0%

-
         

3,001
                  

864
             

-
            

16,186
                 

-
                      

16,186
              

116
                

-
            

2,173
                    

-
               

2,173
                   

55.5
                

-
              

1,040
             

-
              

1,040
            

222
                     

222
                     

SC - Laundrom
at

73,564
               

0.0%
-

         
73,564

               
819

             
-

            
376,096

              
-

                      
376,096

            
128

                
-

            
58,779

                  
-

               
58,779

                 
23.6

                
-

              
10,837

          
-

              
10,837

         
603

                     
603

                     
SD - Pet Clinic

12,835
               

0.0%
-

         
12,835

               
675

             
-

            
54,082

                 
-

                      
54,082

              
235

                
-

            
18,829

                  
-

               
18,829

                 
67.8

                
-

              
5,432

             
-

              
5,432

            
888

                     
888

                     
SE - Restaurant, w

ith seating
372,847

             
0.0%

-
         

372,847
             

2,113
         

-
            

4,917,900
           

-
                      

4,917,900
        

920
                

-
            

2,141,253
            

-
               

2,141,253
           

35.9
                

-
              

83,555
          

-
              

83,555
         

6,636
                  

6,636
                  

SF - Restaurant, fast food
158,114

             
0.0%

-
         

158,114
             

1,572
         

-
            

1,551,572
           

-
                      

1,551,572
        

227
                

-
            

224,050
                

-
               

224,050
              

48.9
                

-
              

48,265
          

-
              

48,265
         

5,463
                  

5,463
                  

SG - Car w
ash, self-service

66,424
               

0.0%
-

         
66,424

               
549

             
-

            
227,639

              
-

                      
227,639

            
83

                  
-

            
34,498

                  
-

               
34,498

                 
4.4

                  
-

              
1,824

             
-

              
1,824

            
678

                     
678

                     
SH - Car w

ash, full-service
73,960

               
0.0%

-
         

73,960
               

501
             

-
            

231,304
              

-
                      

231,304
            

244
                

-
            

112,651
                

-
               

112,651
              

7.0
                  

-
              

3,232
             

-
              

3,232
            

470
                     

470
                     

SI - Bottling com
pany

28,271
               

0.0%
-

         
28,271

               
3,673

         
-

            
648,203

              
-

                      
648,203

            
46

                  
-

            
8,171

                    
-

               
8,171

                   
13.0

                
-

              
2,294

             
-

              
2,294

            
157

                     
157

                     
SJ - Printing, copying

8,485
                  

0.0%
-

         
8,485

                  
1,208

         
-

            
63,984

                 
-

                      
63,984

              
185

                
-

            
9,799

                    
-

               
9,799

                   
24.5

                
-

              
1,298

             
-

              
1,298

            
521

                     
521

                     
SK - Electric com

ponent m
anufacturer

44,426
               

0.0%
-

         
44,426

               
476

             
-

            
132,006

              
-

                      
132,006

            
444

                
-

            
123,131

                
-

               
123,131

              
66.6

                
-

              
18,470

          
-

              
18,470

         
537

                     
537

                     
SL - Industrial laundry

36,642
               

0.0%
-

         
36,642

               
814

             
-

            
186,188

              
-

                      
186,188

            
242

                
-

            
55,353

                  
-

               
55,353

                 
110.4

             
-

              
25,252

          
-

              
25,252

         
92

                        
92

                        
SM

 - Bakery
1,810

                  
0.0%

-
         

1,810
                  

5,887
         

-
            

66,515
                 

-
                      

66,515
              

249
                

-
            

2,813
                    

-
               

2,813
                   

22.1
                

-
              

250
                

-
              

250
               

195
                     

195
                     

SN
 - M

iscellaneous food processor
4,324

                  
0.0%

-
         

4,324
                  

1,452
         

-
            

39,192
                 

-
                      

39,192
              

159
                

-
            

4,292
                    

-
               

4,292
                   

50.8
                

-
              

1,371
             

-
              

1,371
            

186
                     

186
                     

SO
 - Chem

ical, pharm
aceutical

32,764
               

0.0%
-

         
32,764

               
451

             
-

            
92,241

                 
-

                      
92,241

              
196

                
-

            
40,087

                  
-

               
40,087

                 
97.2

                
-

              
19,880

          
-

              
19,880

         
127

                     
127

                     
SP - M

eat packing
3,180

                  
0.0%

-
         

3,180
                  

4,153
         

-
            

82,440
                 

-
                      

82,440
              

426
                

-
            

8,456
                    

-
               

8,456
                   

93.0
                

-
              

1,846
             

-
              

1,846
            

43
                        

43
                        

Builder/Contractor
3,637

                  
0.0%

-
         

3,637
                  

-
            

-
                       

-
                      

-
                     

-
                

-
            

-
                         

-
               

-
                       

-
                  

-
              

-
                 

-
              

-
                

2,724
                  

2,724
                  

                                                                      
                     

        
                     

                       
                      

                     
                         

               
                       

                 
              

                
                      

                      
Total Retail

32,281,413
       

-
         

32,281,413
       

120,468,097
      

-
                      

120,468,097
   

42,785,856
          

-
               

42,785,856
        

10,817,055
  

-
              

10,817,055
 

3,228,863
         

3,225,794
         

Volum
e U

nits
Chem

ical O
xygen Dem

and
 Total Suspended Solids 

Custom
er U

nits
                                                                                               

                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                     

                                                       
 Total N

itrogen 
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Exhibit 7.14: Public Force Mains  

   

Pipe Diameter Total Footage Total Miles Inch - Miles

4.00 11,417.05                2.16             8.64              
6.00 13,310.84                2.52             15.12           
8.00 8,529.57                  1.62             12.96           
10.00 11,361.23                2.15             21.50           
12.00 35,083.07                6.64             79.68           
14.00 5,162.14                  0.98             13.72           
16.00 20.00                        -               -                
18.00 34,601.99                6.55             117.90         
24.00 24.20                        -               -                
30.00 880.00                      0.17             5.10              
Total 120,390.09             22.79          274.62         
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Exhibit 7.15: Public Sewer Mains 

 
 
 

Pipe Diameter Total Footage Total Miles Inch - Miles

4.00 5,639.83                  1.07             4.28              
6.00 1,628,150.92          308.36        1,850.16     
8.00 13,330,439.34       2,524.70    20,197.60   
10.00 693,628.33             131.37        1,313.70     
12.00 838,530.98             158.81        1,905.72     
14.00 11,584.52                2.19             30.66           
15.00 462,650.80             87.62          1,314.30     
16.00 7,525.76                  1.43             22.88           
18.00 384,039.20             72.73          1,309.14     
20.00 9,785.24                  1.85             37.00           
21.00 175,197.51             33.18          696.78         
22.00 20.28                        -               -                
24.00 151,420.67             28.68          688.32         
27.00 42,814.69                8.11             218.97         
30.00 188,917.84             35.78          1,073.40     
33.00 57,998.21                10.98          362.34         
34.00 665.08                      0.13             4.42              
36.00 65,972.46                12.49          449.64         
39.00 24,920.47                4.72             184.08         
42.00 39,922.07                7.56             317.52         
48.00 38,939.22                7.37             353.76         
54.00 16,218.08                3.07             165.78         
60.00 10,923.55                2.07             124.20         
66.00 37,391.03                7.08             467.28         
72.00 25,304.75                4.79             344.88         
78.00 4,206.39                  0.80             62.40           
79.00 37.49                        0.01             0.79              
84.00 385.69                      0.07             5.88              
Total 18,253,230.40       3,457.02    33,505.88   
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